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Summary 

The heat transfer rates in pool boiling are among one of the highest in nature. Boiling is 
therefore widely used for cooling and its application can be found in a lot of different engineer
ing fields. A drawback of boiling is the maximum in the heat transfer rate. It is investigated 
if we can enhance the heat transfer in pool boiling by acoustic excitation. It is assumed 
that excitation in the resonance mode of growing vapor bubbles promotes detachment of the 
bubbles from the heater surface, thereby increasing the micro-convection. A variety of exper
iments are performed, where the frequency dependence of the waves is investigated. Bubbles 
are excited in their volumetrie resonance mode as well as in their first order anisotropic mode. 

During acoustic excitation in the volumetrie resonance mode of the bubble, volume decrease 
was observed. Moreover, the bubble growth times decreased and the detachment of the boiling 
bubbles was promoted. The effect of temperature on the volume decrease is excluded. The 
largest decrease in bubble volume was observed for applied frequencies close to the theoretica! 
predicted resonance frequencies. 

Volume decrease in the first order anisotropic mode was observed as well, however due to 
limitations in the experimental setup we were not able to measure a resonance response. The 
observed decrease in volume and growth time is of interest for future research. 

The effect of volume decrease on heat transfer is investigated. A decrease of approximately 
14 % in the heat transferred by the bubbles to the liquid is obtained, which should result in 
a higher convective heat transfer. Since the order of heat transported by vapor bubbles is a 
factor ten smaller than the convective heat transfer, the enhancement is in the order of 1 %. 
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N omenclature 

Latin 

a Radius of ellipsoid m 
A Amplitude (chapter 2) m 
A Surface m2 

b Height of ellipsoid m 
b Constant for bubble growing at wall 
C Speed of sound m/s 
C Conversion factor m/ px 
CD Drag force coefficient 
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure J / (kg K) 
Cs Shape factor 
D Diameter m 
D e Diameter of contact surface m 
f Departure frequency 1/s 
F Force N 
g Gravity acceleration m/s2 

h Height of bubble center m 
hev Latent heat of evaporation J/kg 
I Intensity W/m2 

k Stiffness N/ m 
k Wavenumber 
m Mass kg 
m integer 
n integer 
N a Number of active nucleation sites # 
p pressure N/ m2 

Po Statie pressure N/ m2 
p m 

n Legendre polynomial 
q" Heat flux W / m2 

r Radius m 
R Radius m 
t Time s 
T Temperature K 
u Velocity m/s 
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Chapter 1 

lntroduction 

In recent years there has been an increasing demand for smaller and faster electronic devices 
such as portable computers, cameras and mobile phones. The sizes of the micro-electronic 
parts, i.e . think of chips or processors, are nowadays reduced to the order of several millime
ters, whereas the heat generation of these parts has not diminished that significant . As a 
consequence, the generated heat per unit surface is increasing and heat fluxes of 1 kW /cm2 

can be expected in the next few years [16]. Advanced cooling techniques realizing higher heat 
t ransfer rates will therefore become even more important. One of such techniques is studied 
in this report and utilized boiling. 

1.1 Boiling 

The phase change of a liquid into a vapor during boiling results in one of the highest heat 
transfer rates in nature. Especially the heat transfer during so-called nucleate pool boiling is 
large . Boiling processes are nowadays widely used for cooling and application can be found in 
a variety of engineering and industrial applications (see figure 1.1). Heat transfer in nucleate 
pool boiling is subject of the present study and we st art to elucidate the characteristics in 
the following subsections. 

(a ) Heat exchanger (b) Cooling tower (c) Water-tube steam boiler 

Figure 1.1: Boiling processes used for cooling in a variety of industrial applications 

1.1.1 Pool boiling 

Boiling can be classified into different categories. The process in which a heating surface is 
submerged in a large volume of stagnant fluid is called pool boiling. During pool boiling, the 
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Introduction 

generated vapor bubbles and the surrounding fluid near the heating surface have a relative 
motion, primarily induced by the buoyancy forces acting on the bubbles. The bulk however is 
at rest and heat transfer takes place by natural convection and by liquid refreshment induced 
by bubble motion. On the other hand, forced convection occurs when a flow is forced over 
the heating surface, thereby influencing the bubble dynamics in nucleat e boiling [80]. In the 
remaining of this study we focus on pool boiling. 

1.1.2 Pool boiling curve 

The pool boiling process consists of different boiling modes . Each mode has its own character
izing behavior and corresponding heat transfer rates. The modes can be identified using a pool 
boiling curve, where the heat transfer rate is given as a function of superheated temperature. 
The super heat of temperature, b..T, is in general defined as: 

b..T = Twall - T sat (1.1) 

Note that since the saturation temperature of the fluid T sat depends on pressure, the boiling 
process is determined by the wall superheat and not solely by the temperature of the wall 
Twa ll [62]. 

Nukiyama (1966) [53] was one of the first who presented the boiling curve for pool boiling 
and was followed by among others Rohsenow (1971) [62] and later Dhir (1998) [26]. Figure 
1.2 shows a typical pool boiling curve indicating the different boiling modes. For low super
heated wall temperatures natural convection is the only mode of heat transfer and almost 
no vapor bubbles are present in the fluid . By increasing b..T, vapor bubbles start to grow 
and rise from the heating surface. This specific wall superheat is referred to as the onset of 
nucleate boiling (ONB) and is denoted in figure 1.2 by point A. The value of the minimum 
needed heat flux for the onset of boiling bubbles q;NB is derived in section 2.1.1. 

Beyond the ONB the slope of the boiling curve increases and vapor bubbles are generated at 
random active nucleation sites. For higher superheated temperatures, more nucleation sites 
become active and the frequency of bubble departure is increased. In this mode the bubbles 
form columns and slugs to the free surface and the associated fluid entrainment normal to the 
heated surface results in higher heat transfer from wall to liquid [12] . The mode is referred 
to as the nucleate boiling mode, where the highest heat transfer rates are obtained. 

1.1.3 Critica! heat flux 

The nucleate boiling mode is limited by a maximum in the heat flux q~HF at a certain critical 
superheated wall temperature b..Tc. This critical heat flux (CHF) corresponds to point B in 
figure 1.2. For non-subcooled water at atmospheric pressure, the critical heat flux can be as 
high as 106 W / m2 with 20 Kelvin temperature difference and almost no flow [63] . 

Near the critical superheated wall t emperature b..Tc, a large number of vapor bubbles is 
present in the flow. At this point the bubbles coalesce and it is extremely difficult for the 
fluid to reach the heater surface. For superheated temperatures exceeding b..Tc, the fluid is 
not able to reach the heater surface anymore and the vapor starts to form an insula ted film, 
reducing the heat transfer. In this region (between B - C in figure 1.2) the slope of the boiling 
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1.2 Heat transfer enhancement 

curve is negative and a transition mode will lead to the film boiling mode. The transition 
mode is highly unstable since a small increase in !).T leads to a lower heat transfer from 
heater wall to fluid, which increases !).T even more. The characterizing insulating vapor film 
can lead to destructive failure of the device! The device should therefore always be operated 
at temperatures below !).Te . 

,...., 
N 

E -
106 

~ 105 
::: 
CT 

B 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

' 1 

IIIJIJ/IIJJ 

' 1 nucleate :transition: film 
boiling : : boiling 

1 10 100 
~ T = Twau- Tsat [K] 

Figure 1.2: Typical pool boiling curve characterizing the different boiling modes as function of wall 
superheat 6.T = T wa ll -Tsat based on Nukiyama's [53] boiling curve. The vertical axis shows the heat 
flux q" from heater wall to fluid [W / m2] . Values are indicative for water. (From "Two phase flow and 
phase change heat transfer in small structures", 2009. C. M. Rops, p. 45 [12]) 

Point C in figure 1.2 is commonly referred to as the 'Leidenfrost point ' [5], which signifies the 
onset of stable film boiling. It represents the point on the boiling curve where the heat flux 
is at the minimum and the surface is completely covered by a vapor film. Above this value, 
radiation is the main heat transfer mechanism. 

1. 2 Heat transfer enhancement 

The increasing heat flux problem as was sketched in the beginning of this introduction , re
quires a higher heat transfer rate than the typical q'J; H F in pool boiling ( see figure 1. 2) . Con
ventional pool boiling as cooling can therefore lead to destructive failure of future devices. 
Since fai lure needs to be prevented a t all time, it is very desirable to enhance the boiling 
heat transfer rate and the maximum of the critical heat flux. The enhancement of heat trans
fer, using different techniques, has been investigated in the last decades by several researchers. 

The different enhancement techniques can be classified into passive -and active techniques as 
was done by Bergles and Webb (1983) [69]. The passive techniques do not require the applica
tion of external power and one can think of differently treated surfaces, displaced enhancement 
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Introduction 

devices, swirl flow devices or additives for fluids [19] . More recent , Rops et .al . (2009) [63] ob
t ained a significant heat transfer enhancement by confining the geometries of the boiling pool 
and the heater surface. However , the active techniques for heat transfer enhancement are 
of more interest and experiments with mechanical aids, surface vibration, ultrasonic fluid 
excitation or jet impingement are among the present studies on heat transfer enhancement. 

1.3 Present work 

From the active enhancing techniques, ultrasonic fluid excitation seems to be the most ap
plicable technique. Ultrasound is expected to be able to increase the critical heat flux as it 
is known to cause micro-mixing, initiate bubble formation and transport micro-bubbles. The 
three different effects are depicted in figure 1.3. It is therefore that the present study focuses 
on heat transfer enhancement in pool boiling using ultrasonic fluid excitation. 

Figure 1.3: Possible effects of ultrasonic excitation: 1) the initia tion of bubble formation, 2) transport 
of the micro-bubbles from the heater ·urface and 3) the increase in micro-mixing in the fluid. 

To support our hypothesis we found several publications on the topic of heat transfer en
hancement using ultrasound. The first studies were carried out by among others Fand (1965) 
[29], Li and Parker (1967) [43] and Wong and Chon (1969) [71] who reported a noticeable 
a ugmentation in t he natural convection -and film boiling regime. They all concluded that 
the main mechanisms leading to heat transfer enhancement in natural convection and in sub
cooled boiling are acoustic streaming and cavitation. Jeong and K won (2006) [39] found an 
increase in the critical heat flux by suppressing the generation of large vapor bubbles . 

More recent Douglas et. al. (2007) [27] investigated the boiling heat transfer of a single vapor 
bubble in the vicinity of a rigid-heated wall. It was found that ultrasound can lead to unstable 
waves on the interface of the bubble with the heater , which are violent enough to detach the 
bubble from its surface. By influencing the detachment of bubbles, Douglas et.al. succeeded 
to increase the critical heat flux . 

An overview of the complete literature study is given m appendix A where the concepts 
of acoustic streaming and cavitation are discussed . 

6 Acoustically enhanced heat transfer in pool boiling experiments 



1.3 Present work 

1.3.1 Goal 

In the present work we try to enhance the heat t ransfer in pool boiling by ultrasonic fluid 
excitation. Our main focus lies on the promotion of the detachment of boiling bubbles from 
the heater surface, thereby increasing the bubble departure frequency and the bubble induced 
micro-convection near the heater surface. 

1.3.2 Outline 

It is assumed that the detachment of the boiling bubbles from the heater surface can be 
influenced by sonic fluid excitation with frequencies equal to the resonance frequencies of the 
boiling bubbles, where the attached vapor bubble starts to resonate and the detachment of the 
bubble is promoted. If successful, it is desired to know how much additional heat transfer can 
be enforced using ultrasonic waves. Heat transfer enhancement through ultrasonic excitation 
is expected to outweigh the additional heat generation of the transducer, but this need to be 
verified. 

1.3.3 Approach 

The present work combines two different fields of study into one: the boiling process and 
corresponding boiling bubble dynamics play of course a very important role, but on the other 
hand sound excitation and propagation needs to be well understood to do useful experiments 
and draw the right conclusions. The basics of both mechanisms are treated in the next two 
chapters, starting with theory of boiling bubbles. For the experiments we used a specially 
designed and manufactured single bubble generator, which is able to generate boiling bubbles 
of constant volume and constant growth times departing from an artificial cavity. The effect of 
sonic excitation on the growing boiling bubble is investigated with use of a high speed camera 
and a simple swimming pool loudspeaker. A more extensive description of the experimental 
set up and an error analysis can be found in chapter 4. The obtained results of the experiments 
clone are presented in chapter 5 and will be extensively analyzed in chapter 6. The report 
ends with the most important conclusions and recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Bubble theory 

The present study focusses on the effects of acoustic excitation on bubble detachment. By 
promoting the det achment of boiling bubbles from the heater surface we try to increase the 
heat t ransfer rate. For a thorough comprehension of the problem, it is important to gain 
insight in the dynamics of single vapor bubbles . Especially shape -and volumetrie oscillations 
have major influences on bubble dynamics. We st art with the theoretica! background of 
boiling and treat the onset and growth of vapor bubbles. Subsequently, the resonance modes 
of a freely oscillating bubble are discussed and correlations to correct for the proximity of the 
heater wall are presented. 

2.1 Boiling bubble 

One of the main charact eristics of a ( nucleate) boiling process is the presence of a va por phase 
throughout a complete liquid phase. The vapor phase consists in general of boiling bubbles, 
which originate from irregularities and cavities on the heated surface. At these nucleation 
sites vapor is trapped in and bubble nuclei are formed [12]. The onset of bubbles from the 
heated surface starts when sufficient heat flux is applied. 

2.1.1 Onset of nucleate boiling 

Hsu (1962) [35] was the first researcher who presented criteria for bubble incipience. The 
pressure inside an initial vapor bubble Pv is typically higher than the pressure of the sur
rounding liquid pz . This capillary pressure difference b.p across the liquid - vapor bubble 
interface can sustain due to the presence of the surface tension O' of the fluid . The capillary 
pressure difference in thermo-dynamic equilibrium is described by the Young-Laplace relation 
[35]: 

20' 
b.p = Pv - Pl = -

R 
(2 .1) 

The corresponding saturation temperature inside the vapor bubble can be estimated by com
bining the Young-Laplace equation 2.1 with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and is approx
imately given by Basu [18]: 

20'Tsat 
Tv = Tsat + R h 

Pv ev 

9 
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Bubble theory 

with Tsat the saturation temperature of the bulk, a the surface tension of the liquid, R the 
bubble radius, Pv the density of the vapor and hev the latent heat of evaporation. Hsu [35] 
postulated that the liquid temperature surrounding the bubble should at least be equal to the 
saturation temperature inside the bubble. This condition supports evaporation at t he bubble 
interface and allows the bubble to grow. 

A linear relation can be used to describe the temperature distribution in the thermal bound
ary layer, which is the thin layer of liquid between the bulk and the heater surface where the 
temperature changes from that of the wall to that of the free bulk. If we assume that the 
initial bubble size is in the same order of magnitude as the cavity it originates from - which 
is typically smaller than the thickness of the thermal boundary layer - the linear temperature 
drop in the thermal boundary layer is expressed as [12]: 

Il 

q y 
T(y) = Twa ll - Tt (2.3) 

where y is the normal position with respect to the heater wall and Àt is the thermal conduc
tivity of the liquid. 

T.vatl 
Minimum temperature needed 
for bubble incipience 

Assumed temperature 
profile in liquid 

~tJ.__J _____ L_ _ _::~~==-

r;u~.._~-m-,-n-----(-0-----~-ma-x-.-1---
Distance trom the heated surface, y 

Figure 2.1: Criteria needed for the onset of boiling bubbles. r c ,min is the minimum allowed cavity 
radius for nucleation, r c ,max is the maximum allowed cavity radius for nucleat ion and r c ,o corresponds 
to the cavity size a llowing nucleation at the minimum wall temperature. Drawing is based on the work 
of Hsu [35]. (From "Two phase flow and phase change heat transfer in small structures", 2009. C. M. 
Rops, p. 38 [12]) 

The minimum needed wall heat flux for the onset of vapor bubbles can be derived from the 
equations 2.2 and 2.3 and the corresponding figure 2.1. Sato and Matsumara [64] were the 
first who derived an analytica! expression for this minimum needed heat flux as function of 
the wall superheat b..T. Davis and Anderson [24] extended the expression with the contact 
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2.1 Boiling bubble 

angle as additional variable and the resulting analytica! expression for the minimum needed 
wall heat flux for the onset of boiling bubbles is given by: 

11 À1hevPv(f:lT) 2 

q -
ONE - 8 <TTsat(l + cos 0) 

(2.4) 

2.1.2 Inertia controlled bubble growth 

If the minimum needed heat flux for the onset of boiling bubbles q;N 8 is applied to the 
heater , the vapor t rapped inside the cavities starts to grow. There are two main constraints 
to the rate of growth: the inertia of the surrounding liquid has to be pushed away by the 
vapor and heat has to diffuse from the surrounding liquid to the bubble interface to cause 
evaporation. 

Inertia-controlled growth occurs in the early stages of the growth, particularly at low pressures 
when only a small amount of heat is needed to create a large volume of vapor [84]. The growth 
in this initial stage, when the bubble is infinitesimally small, is driven by the excess pressure 
equal to 2<T/ R (equation 2.1) , induced by the surface tension across the liquid-vapor interface. 

The equation describing bubble growth solely controlled by inertial farces can be derived 
from the continuity equation as was done in the work of Mikic et .al. [46]. They arrive at the 
Rayleigh equation, where b = 2/3 for bubble growth in an infinite mass of liquid and b = 1r /7 
for a spherical growing bubble attached to the wall [46]: 

R=At with (2 .5) 

2.1.3 Heat diffusion controlled bubble growth 

The mechanism that drives the growth of an initial vapor bubble in time is vaporization. The 
process is maintained by the energy transfer from the superheated liquid to the interface of 
the bubble. It is shown by among others Plesset and Zwick (1952) [58] that the evaporation 
flux - due to heat diffusion at the bubble interface - is dominating during the bubble growth 
[12]. Liquid properties like the surface tension coefficient u , ratio of specific heats, and dy
namic viscosity µ , which are parameters characterizing the resonance frequencies of a bubble, 
are much less important in bubble growth. 

The growth of a vapor bubble in time can be analyzed by the one-dimensional t ransient 
heat conduction problem of Zuber (1961) [74]. To do so, we need to assume a constant sat
uration temperature at the bubble interface and a uniformly superheated fluid. The energy 
balance of a growing bubble is given as : 

h dR _ >. Twa ll - T sat 
evPv dt - l ,Jiai (2 .6) 

with hev the latent heat of evaporation, Pv the density of the vapor , R bubble radius, Twa ll 

temperature of the heater wall , T sat the saturation temperature, >-.1 the thermal conductivity, 
0: = >.tf (pz cp1) the thermal diffusivity and t the growth time in seconds. 
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Bubble theory 

In the heat conduction problem of Zuber , the surface tension, fluid inertia, moving bubble 
boundary and sphericity of the bubbles are neglected . To account for the sphericity, a so-called 
constant shape factor Cs needs to be introduced . Different values for the shape factor can be 
found in literature, where the most have a value in the order of one. Zuber (1961) proposed 
a factor of Cs = 1r /2 , whereas Plesset and Zwick (1954) [59] suggest a shape factor of C 8 = v'3. 

The equation describing the bubble radius as function of time during the diffusion-controlled 
growth, can be obtained by integration of equation 2.6 and introduction of the shape factor: 

2 
R = - · Cs · J a \/7rot 

7r 
with Ja = Pl Cp1 (Twa ll - T sat) 

hevPv 
(2.7) 

J a is the dimensionless Jacob number, which is a measure of the ratio of sensible heat to 
la tent heat absorbed during the phase change. In the remaining of this chapter we take for 
the constant shape factor Cs the value as proposed by Plesset and Zwick: Cs = v'3. However 
in chapter 5 we try to find the shape correction factor Cs corresponding to the bubbles of the 
present work. 

2.1.4 Forces acting on growing bubbles 

To be able to determine the bubble radius a t detachment , we take a look at the farces acting 
on the bubble during its growth. 

The bubble experiences farces which attach the bubble to the wall , i .e. the surface ten
sion force and drag force related to bubble growth. On the other hand, detaching farces are 
working on the bubble in the direction away from the wall , i .e. the buoyancy force and the 
contact pressure force. Inertia farces are neglected . To account for the inertia farces, we 
introduce an added mass coefficient in section 2.4.1. 

DbtJbble 

-De 

Figure 2.2: Growing bubble on heater 
surface From "Two phase flow and phase 
change heat transfer in small structures", 
2009. C. M. Rops, p. 40 [12]) 

The different farces acting on the growing 
bubble are presented in equation 2.8 and 
2.9. The derivations are not treated here 
and for a thorough analysis of the different 
farces acting on the bubble, the reader is re
ferred to Chen [22], Helden et .al . [34] and 
Van der Geld [30]. 

The attaching farces on the bubble are given by: 

F a ttach = F surf. tension + Fdrag 

( dh)2 
·0 1r2 di = 1rDcCJ S1Il + CD P1 4Dbubble -

2
-

(2.8) 
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2.1 Boiling bubble 

Whereas the detaching forces are given by: 

Fdetach = Fbuoyancy + Fcontact.press 

1 1 1rD~ 
= (Pl - Pv)gVbubble + a(R

1 
+ R}-4-

(2.9) 

In general, the only force which is important enough to counteract the detachment forces 
is the surface tension force. The drag force only plays a role for high bubble growth rates. 
Bubble inertia force due to the acceleration of the bubble center of mass can be neglected in 
most cases [22]. 

At all times prior to bubble detachment, Newton's second law is satisfied (Fdetach = Fattach)

The force balance does not offer a criterion for bubble detachment , since detachment occurs 
only at one specific instant of time [77] . To determine the size and corresponding resonance 
frequency of the bubble at detachment, we need another (geometrical) criterion. 

2.1.5 Bubble at detachment 

The specific shape and size of a boiling bubble that grows from the heater surface is affected 
by a lot of factors, that a general description is very complex. The different factors are 
for example gravity, surface tension, contact angle between heater and bubble boundary, 
geometry of the heater surface, thermal properties or inertia and viscosity of both phases. It 
was proved by Chesters [23] that under certain conditions the size and shape at detachment 
are governed by the the first four factors mentioned above. Chesters investigated the case of 
a slow, isothermal growing vapor bubble on a sharp-edged orifice. 

oOQ 
(a) Mode A bubble growth 

(b) Mode B bubble growth 

Figure 2.3: Modes of bubble growth from artificial cavity (From "Modes of bubble growth in the 
slow-formation regime of nucleate pool boiling", 1978. Chesters, A.K. [23]) 

There are two types of growth modes which are indicated in figure 2.3. In mode A the 
bubble boundary is equal to the cavity edge, whereas in mode B the bubble grows beyond the 
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Bubble theory 

edge. It depends on the contact angle (material properties of liquid and heater) which growth 
mode occurs. During the experiments of Chesters [23] the growth mode B did not occur. It 
was concluded that this is attributed to the slowness with which a contact angle attains its 
equilibrium value. From previous measurements it is known that our generated bubbles will 
be of growth mode A as well. 

Estimation of bubble radius at detachment 

In mode A the scale of the profile (i.e. the value of R) reaches a maximum when the plane 
of attachment is equal to the plane cutting the profile in the neck region, where the point N 
corresponds to the neck point (0 = 90° see figure 2.4). 

If the plane of attachment grows beyond the neck region, the volume enclosed by the profile 
above N is diminished . Unless this diminution is compensated by an increase in the volume of 
the shaded zone of figure 2.3(a), the maximum bubble volume has been reached and the bub
ble detaches [23] . The maximum bubble volume, enclosed by the bubble boundary and the 
horizontal plane through the neck region, can be calculated using equation 14 in Chesters [23]: 

(2 .10) 

where /3 is a dimensionless parameter defined 
as: 

pgR2 
/3= -

(J" 
(2 .11) 

The horizontal distance of the neck point N 
from the vertical axis of symmetry, x N, can 
now be calculated as: 

r cav 2/3 
XN = -- = -

R 3 
(2 .12) 

tangent 

Figure 2.4: Coordinate system used by 
Chesters [23] 

with r cav the radius of the artificial cavity. Introduction of equation 2.11 into equation 2.12 
results in the approximation of the maximum bubble radius at detachment : 

R3 = 3rcav 0" 
max 2pg (2.13) 

T he order of the resonance frequency of a vapor bubble at detachment is predicted in 
section 2.5 based on the approximation of Rmax· In the chapter results it will be investi
gated if t his approximation corresponds to our experiments. 

2.2 Resonance response of free bubble 

Consider a free bubble in an unbounded incompressible liquid m absence of a wall. To 
investigate how the bubble reacts on a forced sound wave, we take a look at the dynamical 
behavior of a forced (weakly damped) oscillator and use it to characterize the resonance 
response of a free bubble. 
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2.2 Resonance response of free bubble 

2.2.1 The forced free bubble 

The small amplitude pulsation of a free vapor bubble in an unbounded liquid acts analogue to 
an unforced linear oscilla tor in terms of a bob on a spring. Theory of a forced linear oscillator 
can be used to describe the response of a forced free bubble in an unbounded liquid. The 
same analogy holds: the displacement of the bob corresponds to the oscilla ting motion of the 
bubble boundary, whereas the spring constant k acts as the restoring force (pressure changes 
in the vapor compressed or rarefied within the bubble) [8]. The driving force is the acoustic 
pressure wave, which acts on the bubble. 

2.2.2 Undamped unforced harmonie oscillator 

The equation of motion of an undamped simple harmonie oscillator is given by 

k 
ii + - é = 0 

m 
(2.14) 

where é is the displacement, k the stiffness and m the mass of the oscillator. From basic 
dynamics it follows for the natural frequency wo of the oscilla tor: 

2 k 
Wo = -

m 
(2 .15) 

Mathematically there are two possible solutions: one oscillating as eiwo t , the other as e- iwo t 
respectively. A general solution to equation 2.14 is therefore given by: 

(2.16) 

where W1 and \Jl2 are the complex conjugates \Jl2 = \Jl i . 

2.2.3 Undamped forced harmonie oscillator 

The equation of motion of a forced undamped harmonie oscillator can be written as: 

k Fo · t 
Ë + - é = - e'WF 

m m 
(2 .17) 

where Fo is the amplitude of the applied force and w p the frequency of the force. A general 
solution to equation 2.17 is given by 

(2.18) 

For zero damping, the constant A is real. The former part of the solution contains the fre
quency information at wo in the transient response, the latter part describes the steady-state 
response at wo [8]. 

In steady state, t -+ oo, the response of the oscilla tor is given by é = A e iwpt . Introduc
tion of this expression into the equation of motion 2.17 results in the amplitude of oscillation: 

A = Fo 
m(w5 - w} ) 

(2.19) 
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Bubble theory 

2.2.4 Damped forced harmonie oscillator 

The equation of motion of a damped forced oscillator is given by: 

Ë+ & +w5 t: = Fo eiwpt 
m 

Substitution of E = Aeiwpt for steady st ate results in: 

(( 2 2 ) . 8 ) Fo w0 - wp + 1-wp A = -
m m 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

If the complex amplitude A is explicitly written as A 1Ale- i19 = IAI cos('!9 ) - ilAI sin( '!9) 
and the real -and imaginary parts of equation 2.21 are squared and added , we arrive a t the 
expression for the amplitude of oscillation [8]: 

IAI = Fo / m 
j(w5 - w~)2 + (: )2 

(2.22) 

To obtain oscillatory solutions the damping 8 must be light. Figure 2.5 shows the normalized 
displaced amplitude as function of w p/wo . 

a, 0.9 
-0 

-~ 0.8 
ëi 
~ 0.7 
ë 
~ 0.6 
a, 

~ 0.5 
ëi 
i5 0.4 

al 
-~ 0.3 
ïii 
ê 0.2 
0 z 

0.1 

Amplitude response of a (weakly) damped oscillator 

-ó=0.1 
-ó= 0.3 
- ó= 0.5 
- ó=1 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1 .2 1 .4 1 .6 1.8 2 
wF / wo 

Figure 2.5: Amplitude response of a weakly damped forced harmonie oscillator. For decreasing 
damping const ants i5 the resonance peak sharpens and the amplitude a t resonance increases. 

The figure shows that for decreasing damping constants 8 the resonance peak sharpens and 
the amplitude at resonance increases . If the frequency of the forced excitation w p approaches 
the resonance frequency of the weakly damped oscillator w0 - in our case the vapor bubble -
the amplitude of the resonant oscilla tions becomes enormous [8]. 

2.3 Freely oscillating bubble 

To be able to promote the bubble det achment by acoustic excitation in the bubble resonance 
frequencies, it is of importance to gain more insight in the bubble dynamics. The dynamical 
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2.3 Freely oscillating bubble 

behavior of a bubble is characterized by spherical (isotropic) volume oscillations and much 
more complicated non-spherical ( anisotropic) shape oscillations. Both types of oscillations can 
be derscribed using a superposition of spherical harmonies as will be shown in this section. 
We start with the natural volumetrie response of the free bubble. 

2.3.1 Isotropic volume oscillation 

The first bubble dynamic studies concentrated on freely oscillating bubbles as a source of 
sound in running water, where the time dependent changes in bubble volume were of major 
interest. In 1933 Minnaert [47] proposed a 'pulsating theory' on this type of spherical volume 
oscillations. In his theory he considered the water-vapor system as a harmonie oscillator of 
the spring-bob type: the inertia of the fluid can be associated to the mass of the bob, whereas 
the ( adiabatic) compressibility can be associated to the stiffness of the spring [25]. 

Let R(t) be the instantaneous radius of an oscillating free bubble and Ro the radius of the 
bubble in its equilibrium position: 

R(t) = Ro +ç (2.23) 

Minnaert calculated the natural radian frequency (with w = 21rv) of this oscillating system 
by equating the ( elastic) potential energy to the maximum kinetic energy. The potential 
energy can be calculated from the amount of work needed to change the radius from Ro to 
Ro +ç, whereas the kinetic energy Ek is a function of the velocity of the expanding free bubble 
Ek = f (~) [25]. 

In the analysis of Minnaert, surface tension and viscous attenuation are neglected. More
over, adiabatic conditions are assumed at the bubble boundary, with K, = 1 . The resulting 
equation is Minnaert's equation describing the eigenfrequency of a free bubble (see [47], [25]): 

WN[ = (2.24) 

where Rt=O is the initial bubble radius, p00 the pressure of the liquid at infinity, 1 = Cp/ Cv 
the ratio of specific heats and Pl is the ma.ss density of the liquid. 

Rayleigh-Plesset 

Amore complex analysis of bubble dynamics, including nonlinearities, started with the work 
of Rayleigh in 1917 [61]. Rayleigh was the first who solved the problem of a collapsing empty 
cavity in an unbounded (incompressible) liquid. In 1949 the original equation of Rayleigh 
was extended by Plesset [56] with surface tension and viscous contributions. The resulting 
equation leads to the well known Rayleigh-Plesset equation and describes the bubble boundary 
R(t) as function of time (see Plesset and Prosperetti [57] and Brennen, p. 101 [l]): 

.. 3 · 2 1 { 2a 4µ • } 
RR + 2, R = Pl Pi - Poo - R - R R (2.25) 
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Bubble theory 

In this equation Pl is the density of the liquid , Pi is the internal pressure at the bubble wall , 
p00 is the pressure at infinity, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and er is the surface 
tension coefficient of the liquid. 

The Rayleigh-Plesset equation can be used to calculate the time evolution of the radius 
of a spherical bubble which is expanding and shrinking in absence of a wall. This isotropic 
oscillating mode is aften referred to as the b1 mode. For sufficient small changes in radius, 
t he Rayleigh-Plesset equation is linearized with solution [32]: 

(2.26) 

where Rt=O is the initial bubble radius and WRP is the natural volumetrie radian frequency 
corresponding to the isotropic deformation of a bubble. For a freely oscillating vapor bubble 
this radian frequency is given by (see among others Plesset and Prosperetti [57] and Van der 
Geld and Kuerten [32]): 

WRP = (2 .27) 

If surface tension effect s are neglected (large bubbles), this volumetrie radian frequency coin
cides with the results obtained by Minnaert [47] (equation 2.24). 

Natura! volumetrie frequency of free bubble 
103 ,----~~~~~-,----~~~~.,,---~~~~rrr-;======= 
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N' 
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ë5 
> 

- •Rayleigh-Plesset 
-Minnaert 

...... 

10·3--~~~~~--~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~ 
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Bubble radius [µm] 

Figure 2.6: Volumetrie frequency of a freely oscillating vapor bubble in water as funct ion of bubble 
radius. Solid line corresponds to the Minnaert equation 2.24: Vtv1 = T,;', whereas the dotted line 
corresponds to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation 2.27: vnp = w21;,e 

A simple order analysis of the different terms reveals that the second term on the RHS of equa
tion 2.27 only plays a role for very small bubble radii. To support this conclusion , the frequen
cies calculated by both the Minnaert equation 2.24 and the Rayleigh-Plesset equation 2.27 
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2.3 Freely oscillating bubble 

are compared in figure 2.6 for the case of a vapor bubble in saturated water. It is shown that 
the surface tension of a bubble with radius smaller than 5 µm becomes dominant enough to 
influence the volumetrie frequency. For even smaller bubbles the second term on the RHS of 
equation 2.27 is the prevailing term. A neglect of the surface tension of these micro-bubbles 
leads to very large errors in the order of several Megahertz. 

2.3.2 Non-spherical shape oscillations 

Besides the isotropic b1 resonance mode, higher order oscillation modes occur on the boundary 
of a disturbed free bubble. These higher order modes are typically non-spherical and can be 
described using spherical harmonies. The derivations in this subsection are based on the book 
The acoustic bubble by T.G. Leighton [8] and the interested reader is referred to it. 

Spherical harmonies 

y 

The shape of a bubble oscillating in a higher 
order mode, can be constructed using a sum
mation of spherical harmonies superimposed on 
a sphere. The spherical harmonies are a par
ticular group of functions which form a solu
tion to Laplace's equation in a spherical co
ordinate system. The spherical coordinate 
system, with coordinates r, 0 and </J, is re
lated to the Cartesian coordinate system as 
x = rsin0coscp, y = rsin0sin</J and z = rcos0 
(see figure 2.7). 

Figure 2. 7: The spherical coordinate 
system with coordinates r, 0, </> with 
respect to the Cartesian coordinates 
x,y,z. 

To derive an equation for the spherical harmonies, we start with introducing the velocity 
potential <I> (assuming incompressibility and irrotational flow) into the spherical Laplace equa
tion [8]: 

2 1 8 ( 2 8<I> ) 1 8 ( . 8<I> ) 1 8
2 

<l> v'<l>=-- r - +--- sm0- +-~---=0 
r 2 8r 8r r 2 sin 80 80 r 2 sin2 0 8cp2 (2.28) 

Now consider the function <I>(r, 0, </J) as a solution to equation 2.28. If the three components 
in r, 0 and </J of this solution are independent, the potential <I> can be expressed as the product 
of three independent component functions: <I> = <I>r<I>0<I> <1> · Here <I>r = <I>(r), <I>e = <I>(0) and 
<I> <t> = <I>( </J) . Substitution of the component functions into equation 2.28 yields the following 
independent equations (T.G. Leighton, p.105 [8]): 

~~ (r28<I>r) _ n(n + 1) <I>r = O 
r 2 8r 8r r 2 

82<I> <t> 2 
8cp2 + m <I> <t> = 0 

1 8 ( . 8<I>0) ( m
2 

) --- sm0- + n(n+l)--- <I>e=O 
sin 0 80 80 sin2 0 
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Bubble theory 

The solutions to equation 2.29a are of the form rn or r -(n+l). The solution r n can not be 
physical, since it implies an increase in radial velocity or intensity for increasing dist ance from 
the pulsating bubble. Therefore only solutions of the form r - (n+l) are relevant. 

Equation 2.29b results in solutions of the form eimct, or e- imct, _ The potential <I>ct, can thus 
be obtained for any given angular coordinate <p. Moreover , circumventing the z-axis and 
returning to the same position at the bubble boundary should not change the value of the 
potential <I> ct, . This implies that eimct, = eim(<t>+21r) = eim(<t>+41r) .. . etc, which is only valid if m is 
zero or an integer. 

Solutions to equation 2.29c are the so-called Associated Legendre polynomials, P:::1 , where 
P:::1 = sinm 0Pn . The value of n must be zero or integer. The first solutions corresponding 
to the Legendre polynomials P n are given in among others Leighton [8] on page 106 and will 
not be presented here. If the 0 and cp dependencies are combined , a function proportional to 
<I>o<I> ct, is obtained. This function is called the spherieal harmonie: 

Zonal harmonies 

(n - m) 1 ,--- • ,1. ---· ✓2n + 1Pm(cos 0)e'm'I' 
(n + m)! n 

(2.30) 

In the remaining of this report we will only consider axisymmetric shape oscillations, i. e. the 
z-axis is the axis of symmetry. In that case, the spherical harmonies are independent of the 
angle cp (see figure 2.7) and the integer m = 0. If, for example, the value of the spherical 
harmonie is zero at point (0o , </>o) on the boundary, it will be zero for all values of <p on the 
circumventing nodal line 0 = 0o. These spherical harmonies, which are independent of <p and 
with m = 0 are called zonal harmonies. 

Bubble shapes 

The (axisymmetric) shape of a freely oscilla ting bubble can now be constructed using a 
summation of zonal harmonies of amplitude An superimposed on a sphere. This is given by 
the following expression: 

R = Ro + I:An Y~(0 , </> )(0, </>) (2.31) 

Here Ro is the radius of the undisturbed spherical bubble, An is a time dependent amplitude 
and Y~ is the zonal harmonie of order n . The zero-order spherical harmonie Y:::1 , with m = 
n = 0, is independent of the angles 0 and cp and application of equation 2.30 results in: 

Y8(0 ,cp) = ff (2.32) 

By assuming a sphere of radius Ro = 1 and using equation 2.31 , it is shown in figure 2.8(a) 
that the zero-order spherical harmonie describes the volumetrie isotropic resonance mode 
of a bubble. Higher order shape oscillations (n ~ 2) are constructed in a similar way and 
figure 2.8(b) and 2.8(c) represent the shapes of an oscilla ting bubble in the n = 2 and n = 3 
mode. 
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2.3 Freely oscillating bubble 

Note that Y? is not presented here, since it differs from the other zonal harmonies. Unlike 
Y8 , yg and higher order harmonies, Y? is not able to describe a shape oscillation about a 
fixed point. The YÎ mode and corresponding Legendre polynomial P 1 are used to describe 
the translation of the bubble as a whole and is referred to as the b2 mode. 

2.3.3 Frequency of shape oscillations 

The frequencies of the higher order shape oscillations were studied theoretically by Lamb [6] in 
1932. Suppose a vapor bubble of radius Rt=O and density Pv is perturbed in an oscillatory way 
in a fluid of density PL· The perturbation 1:. (0 , q;, t) can be described by the zonal harmonie Y~ 
of amplitude An multiplied with a temporal oscillation of frequency Wn: 

(2.33) 

From this, expressions for the velocity potential éf> and corresponding pressure inside Pin and 
pressure outside Pout the perturbed bubble can be derived. Without going into mathematica! 
details, the pressures inside -and outside the bubble as presented by Lamb (where use is 
made of the expression P = -p4> for an inviscid incompressible potential flow) are given by 
(Leighton, p. 206 [8]): 

for r = Rt=O 

for r = Rt=O 

(2.34a) 

(2.34b) 

Since the shape of the perturbed bubble deviates from the spherical, it has two principal radii 
R1 and R2. The pressure difference across the interface of a perturbed bubble follows from 
the Young-Laplace equation 2.1 [7] and reads: 

(2.35) 

If we introduce the definition of the sum of the reciprocals of the principal radii ( ki + k
2

) as 

proposed by Lamb in [6], together with the pressure difference ~p = Pin - Pout into equation 
2.35 we obtain the equation of Lamb for the frequencies of higher order oscillations. The 
equation of Lamb is given by: 

with n 2'. 2 (2.36) 

Again, Pt is the mass density of the liquid, Pv is the mass density of the vapor bubble, a is 
the surface tension coefficient and Rt=O is the initial bubble radius. Note that the zero-order 
mode of the oscillating bubble has a frequency wo which is given by the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation 2.27. 
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(c) The third-order axisymmetric spherical harmonie yg (n = 3, m = 0) for different amplitudes A" in 2D. The blue 
curve corresponds to 1 + An yg, the red curve to 1 - An yg. 

Figure 2.8: Boundary shapes resulting from the linear superimposition upon the unit sphere ( dotted black 
curve) of a zona! spherical harmonie Y~(m = 0) for increasing amplitudes An in 2D. The red and blue curves 
show the two extreme values. Since the spherical harmonies are zona!, the z-axis is the axis of symmetry. 
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2.4 Bubble attached to the wall 

2.4 Bubble attached to the wall 

The previously presented equations for a freely oscillating bubble were derived with the as
sumption of spherical vapor bubbles . In the case of a bubble attached to the wall , the bubble 
is not spherical but has a truncated shape and the equations of section 2.3 need to be cor
rected . Moreover , the proximity of a wall influences the resonance frequencies in such a way 
that the Rayleigh-Plesset equation needs to be extended (see Van der Geld and Kuerten [32] 
equation 3.13). Even today it is still an ongoing challenge to find equations describing the 
oscilla tions of a bubble during its growth at the wall. Nevertheless, there are some very accu
rate approximations for the frequencies of a detached bubble very close to a wall which can 
be used. 

2.4.1 Isotropic frequency in the proximity of a wall 

It is proved by Van der Geld and Kuerten [32] that the period time T of a freely oscillat
ing bubble increases with decreasing dist ance to a wall. A first-order approximation of the 
isotropic frequency of a bubble located in the proximity of a wall is given by Van der Geld 
and Kuerten as: 

with def Rt=O go= --
Zt=O 

(2.37) 

where Rt=O is the initial bubble radius and Zt=O = 2h with h the center height of the bubble 
above the plane wall. 

A bubble located very close to the wall experiences a frequency change as a consequence 
of the induced motion U of the center of the bubble. Equation 2.37 is therefore not valid for 
bubbles located very close to the wall (go ::::: 0.45) and the reduced frequency for the isotropic 
oscillating mode follows from the extended Rayleigh-Plesset equation as presented in Van der 
Geld and Kuerten [32] in equation 3.13: 

WJipwall = WJip / { 1 + 90 - ~96 / (2a )} (2.38) 

Very close to the wall , the value of the added mass coefficient a is approximated as 0. 7 
resulting in the following expression: 

(2 .39) 

Bubble touching the wall 

The reduced isotropic frequency of a spherical bubble touching the wall can now be calculated. 
In that case we t ake h = R, which leads to go = l1 = 0.5. It follows for the reduced angular 
frequency: 

WRP 

WRPwall = 1.1971 (2.40) 

Isotropic deformation of a bubble attached to the wall is only possible with a simultaneous 
rectilinear motion of the center of mass [33] . The predicted decrease of the isotropic frequency 
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Bubble theory 

has been observed by Van der Geld et .al. (2009) [31] and it will be investigated experimentally 
in the present work. 

2.4.2 Anisotropic frequency of bubble attached to the wall 

The anisotropic shape oscillations of a growing vapor bubble at t he wall are investigated by 
Van der Geld [33]. It was found that the frequency of the lowest Lamb mode WL (with n = 2) 
of a vapor bubble is nearly halved when the bubble is attached to the wall (truncated sphere) 
in comparison with the frequency of a free (spherical) vapor bubble. 

The reduced frequency of the shape oscillations is frequently observed in experiments and 
can be approximated by the following expression [33]: 

(2.41) 

The constant Ào is a function of the statie contact angle 0st in radians and is defined as 

- 1 0.5>.0 = cos(0st) (2.42) 

A typical statie contact angle 08 t corresponding with our measurements (stainless steel and wa
ter) is o btained from the wor k of Boulangé-Petermann et . al. [ 21] and is found to be 0 st = 3 7° . 
With this value of the st atie angle 0st , the frequency of the lowest Lamb mode of a bubble 
attached to the wall is approximated by: 

WL 
W L --

w all - 1.9 (2 .43) 

which corresponds very well with the experimental findings of Van der Geld et .al. [31]. 

2.5 Resonance frequencies during bubble growth 

A vapor bubble grows from the minimum bubble radius, in general equal to the radius of the 
cavity r cav , until it reaches the maximum bubble radius R max a t detachment . The bubble 
radius increases continuously during the growth, which causes a decrease in the corresponding 
resonance frequencies . 

2.5.1 Frequency change as function of bubble radius 

Figure 2.9(a) shows the decreasing isotropic Rayleigh-Plesset and lowest anisotropic Lamb 
frequency as function of growing bubble radius (rcav :::; R:::; Rmax ), The black dotted vertical 
line at the left of the figure corresponds to the bubble radius of the diffusion controlled growth 
R = rcav , whereas the black dotted vertical line on the right corresponds to the maximum 
bubble radius at detachment . The maximum bubble radius at detachment from a cavity of 
size r cav = 30µm is calculat ed with use of equation 2.13 to be Rmax ;:::;:; 0.66 millimeter. The 
solid curves in the figure show the resonance frequencies of freely oscillating bubbles ( equa
tion 2.27 and 2.36 respectively) , whereas the dotted curves refer to the corrected resonance 
frequencies of bubbles growing at the wall (equation 2.40 and equation 2.43 respectively) . 
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2.5 R esonance frequencies during bubble growth 

The figure shows nicely how the changing bubble radius influences the resonance frequencies. 
During its growth at the wall , the bubble volumetrie frequency (Rayleigh-Plesset) changes 
from a value above 100 kHz to approximately 4 kHz at detachment , whereas the frequency 
of the first Lamb mode reduces from approximately 20 Khz to the order of several hundred 
Hertz before detachment. 

2.5.2 Frequency change as function of bubble growth time 

Instead of visualizing the decreasing resonance frequencies as function of bubble radius, it is 
of more interest to show the change of frequency as function of time. To do this , we can make 
use of equation 2. 7 for the diffusion controlled bubble growth as function of time. The inertia 
controlled growth is neglected , since the growing vapor bubbles are only excited during the 
diffusion controlled growth. The bubble growth time as function of bubble radius is therefore 
given by: 

R21r 
t = -~-

12Ja2a 
(2.44) 

where the shape factor Cs = vf3. With use of this expression we are able to transform figure 
2.9(a) into figure 2.9(b) , showing the decrease in frequencies as function of the bubble growth 
time. 

A superheating temperature of l:).T = 2° Celsius results in a bubble growth time of ap
proximately 19 milliseconds. It is shown that due to the rapidly increase in bubble radius 
during the initial stage of bubble growth, the frequency decreases very fast in the first quarter 
of the growth and decreases much slower in the last stage of the growth. 

(J 58.91 · 10-j [N/ m] 
Pl 958.4 [kg/m3] 

Pv 0.598 [kg/m3] 

hev 2.2570 · 106 [J / kg] 
Cp 4.216 · 103 [J / (kg-K)] 
Àt 0.680 [W/mK] 
a 1.680 · 10- 7 [m2/s] 
'Y 1.4 [-] 
C 1450 [m/s] 

Table 2.1: Typical values of saturated water (100° Celsius) at standard pressure (1 atm.) [68], [2],[4] 

Acoustic excitation 

The goal of the present study is to promote the detachment of boiling bubbles from the heater 
surface, by exciting the growing vapor bubble in its resonance frequency. From figure 2.9(b) 
it can be concluded that the value of the resonance frequency is more constant near the final 
stage of the bubble growth, than it is in the initial stage. Therefore, we are exciting the 
growing vapor bubbles in the resonance frequency corresponding to the final stage just before 
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(a) The continuously decreasing resonance frequencies of bubble during its growth as function of the 
bubble radius. The left dotted vert ical line corresponds to the minimum bubble radius r cav = 30µm , 
the right vertical dotted line corresponds to the maximum possible bubble radius at detachment Rmax• 
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(b) The decreasing resonance frequencies of bubble d uring its growth as function of bubble growth 
time. The superheat b.T equals 2° Celsius. 

Figure 2.9: Resonance frequencies (with v = 2~) of bubble during its growth with and without 
corrections for the wal!. 
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2.5 R esonance frequencies during bubble growth 

detachment , which corresponds to a frequency in the order of 4kHz for the isotropic mode 
and a frequency in the order of 100 Hz for the first order Lamb mode. 

Note that the resonance frequencies of boiling bubbles with maximum bubble radius as pre
dicted by expression 2.13 of Chesters [23] are located inside the audible range. Instead of 
ultrasonic excitation, we actually can use sonic excita tion. In the remaining of the report we 
will therefore use the term acoustic excitation. 
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Chapter 3 

Sound propagation 

The basic principles of sound and sound propagation will be discussed in this chapter. As a 
start the theory regarding simple longitudinal sound waves will be treated , which will gradu
ally be extended with phenomena like wave diffraction to construct an ultrasonic sound field. 
At the end of the chapter some theory about transducers and the application of ultrasound 
is given. 

3.1 Sound 

Sound, whether it is a voice, background music or very annoying noise, is characterized by a 
waveform with density variations in an elastic medium, propagating away of a source [8]. One 
of the most characterizing properties of sound is the frequency at which it is propagating, 
measured in cycles per second or Hertz (Hz). The frequency v is used to categorize sound. 
To generate a sound, mechanica! work has to be done on the medium , i .e. the vibrations of 
a source have to set air into motion. On the other hand, to detect a sound the medium has 
to do mechanica! work on the detecting device. 

Whether a sound is detected or not is det ermined by the frequency and magnitude of the 
propagating sound wave and the limitations in the frequency range of the detector. The 
human ear operates in the frequency range of 20Hz-20kHz, though we lose sensitivity for the 
higher frequencies at a later age. Based on the range of the human ear, the three different 
terms infrasonic, sonic and ultrasonic are defined [8]. The term sonic refers to sounds with 
frequencies in the human ear range, infrasonic refers to sounds with frequencies below 20 
Hertz and ultrasonic refers to sounds with frequencies above 20 kHz. No matter at what 
intensity ultrasonic sound is propagating, we will never hear the sound. 

3.2 Sirnple longitudinal waves 

A wave is in general defined as a disturbance that travels through time, accompanied by a 
transfer of energy [83]. The motion of a wave consists of displacements or oscillations of par
ticles in a medium: the wave itself is traveling from source to detector, whereas the particles 
merely move. A well known type of wave is the so called transverse wave, which occurs when 
a droplet hits a water surface (see figure 3.1). 
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Sound propagation 

Figure 3.1: Transverse wave in 
ripples on water surface 

The particles in the medium are displaced per
pendicular to the direction of wave motion in 
these types of waves. Sound waves are typically 
not transverse but longitudinal, where the par
ticles are displaced parallel to the direction of 
wave motion. In a longitudinal wave, the varia
tions in density occur in the direction of motion, 
and regions of high pressure (compression) and re
gions of low pressure ( rarefactions) are characteriz
ing. 

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a longitudinal wave. 
The drawing is taken from the book The acoustic 

bubble by T.G. Leighton [8]. The wave is visualized by bobs of equal mass connected to mass
less springs, which correspond to the inertia and elasticity of the medium a wave is traveling 
through. Consider the bobs as the particles of the medium. 

Spring 

a) Equilibrium r'>--f'4--(l!t---1Ll!I-M-C-41!1-e~m-.a.~~~-m---..ra~~~--m~;1--r;)---{"A---f'-'~·"l---m-~ 

b) Acoustic 

c) Acoustic 

e) A<.-ouslic 
pressure 

- ------ - À---------

f)Partidc ~ 
velocit:y · -------== :::::::-,..,. x 

0 F ··----"' ... ~..:::------~----------"-...-----,----..,► ---------------
Figure 3.2: Model of longitudinal wave using bobs of equal mass connected by massless springs. 
(From "The acoustic bubble", 1994. T. G. Leighton, p. 4 [8]) 
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3.2 Simple longitudinal waves 

Figure 3.2(a) shows a medium at rest , where the particles are in equilibrium. In figure 3.2(b) 
a longitudinal wave is propagating through the medium, resulting in the displacement of the 
particles. The arrows indicate the direction of the particle movement. The displacement of 
the particles in the direction parallel to the motion of wave propagation results in a variation 
in the concentration of particles . The particle concentration is given in figure 3.2(c) , where 
the compression and rarefaction regions are indicated. Figure 3.2(d) shows the displacement 
of the particles with respect to the equilibrium position (solid line). A small time step la ter , 
this displacement is given by the dotted line. The wave has propagated in the positive x 
direction (to the right). The acoustic pressure in figure 3.2(e) corresponds to the regions of 
compression and rarefaction and has a maximum where the displacement is zero. 

3.2.1 Dynamics of longitudinal waves 

The longitudinal one-dimensional wave described above is called a simple wave, since in gen
era! sound waves travel in three dimensions. For these simple waves the following important 
rela tion holds: 

c = v>. = w/ k (3. 1) 

Here, the c is the phase speed of the wave , v is the frequency of the wave, >. is the wavelength, 
w = 21rv is the angular frequency and k = 21r / >. is the wavenumber. Since c is the velocity 
at which the stress moves from particle to particle, it is equal to the speed of sound in the 
medium. 

Wave equation 

The displacement of any wave in one dimension as function of time is given by the second-order 
linear partial differential wave equation [8] 

(3.2) 

The parameter ç(x, t) that satisfies the one-dimensional wave equation, describes a wave which 
is propagating in the +x or -x direction with phase speed c. The general solution of ç(x, t) 
to equation 3.2 is given by 

(3 .3) 

The values off 1 and f 2 are det ermined by the boundary conditions of the problem. The 
argument of both solutions can be rewritten in the non-dimensional form using the definitions 
of equation 3.1 as (wt - kx) = 21r(ct - x)/ >.. The displacement of a sinusoidal wave in time 
is therefore in general of the form of 

and (3.4) 

where the farmer solution corresponds to a wave traveling in the positive x direction and the 
lat ter in negative x direction. 
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lmpedance 

The pressure of the propagating sound wave consists of a steady part and a fluctuating part , 
where the pressure fluctuations p(x, t) in the medium are the main concern in acoustics: 

P(x, t) = Po(i) + p(x, t) (3.5) 

For small amplitude sound waves the conservation of momentum holds and the linear inviscid 
force equation is derived as [10]: 

or - j 1 n-..J U = - -vput 
Po 

(3.6) 

If we take the pressure fluctuation p 
equation 3.2, thus ç = p , we arrive at: 

p(x, t) as the parameter which satisfies the wave 

and (3.7) 

It follows with application of equation 3.6 for the particle velocity ü( x, t): 

-(- t) - { P+ P- }-:-u x, - - - - i 
poe poe 

(3 .8) 

with i the unit vector. This expression states that for a harmonie wave traveling in positive 
or negative x direction, the pressure fluctuations are always in phase with the velocities of 
the particles. This is also shown in figure 3.2. 

Now we introduce the term impedanee, which is the ratio of driving force to velocity re
sponse. In acoustics the driving force is the acoustic pressure fluctuation p(x, t) , whereas the 
velocity response is equal to the velocity of the particles ü(x, t) in the medium. The acoustic 
impedance (Za) is thus defined as 

ff(x, t) 
Za = -:::;---( _) = ±poe 

u x, t 
(3 .9) 

3.3 Sound intensity 

A very important parameter in acoustics is the sound intensity, which is a measure of the 
loudness or strength of a sonic wave. As discussed before (figure 3.2), sound waves are char
acterized by regions of high pressure ( compression) and regions of low pressure ( rarefaction) . 
The pressure is therefore the most important parameter to define the sound intensity. 

The intensity of a wave is the rate of flow of energy through a unit area normal to the 
direction of propagation. It is known from basic dynamics that the instantaneous power 
equals force time velocity (II = F · ü), where the force F is a vector acting on a particle 
with particle velocity û. The power per unit normal area is given by the instantaneous sound 
intensity vector Ï' as [10] 
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3.3 Sound intensity 

The mean intensity vector f can be obtained by averaging over time of equation 3.10: 

(3. 11) 

Consider the longitudinal plane wave given in equation 3. 7 traveling in positive direction. For 
t he fluctuating pressure we have: 

P+ = p(x, t) = Re[f 1ei(wt-kx)l = pcos(wt - kx) (3.12) 

and for the associated particle velocity: 

u(x, t) = Re[_!i_ei(wt- kx)] = L cos(wt - kx) 
poe poe 

(3.13) 

Introduction of equation 3.12 and equation 3.13 into equation 3.11 results in the mean sound 
intensity I: 

(3.14) 

with p the acoustic pressure amplitude of the wave. 

3.3.1 Intensity -and sound pressure level 

To compare the ratio of powers of different sound waves with each other, one can use the bel 
scale. If two sound signals with power II1 and II2 are compared, their relative level in bels is 
given by 

Il1 
Ln = log10 II

2 
(3. 15) 

The bel scale is a very large unit scale. If the power of one signal is 101 times greater than 
t he power of the other signal, there is only one bel difference. More often, the decibel scale 
is used. In this scale two signals differ one bel if the powers have ratio 101110(~ 1.26) [10]. A 
doubling of the relative powers results in a value of 3 dB. The sound power level Ln or sound 
intensity level Lr is given in decibel scale as: 

II 
Ln = 10 log10 Ilo or 

I 
Lr = 10 log10 Ia (3.16) 

Here Ilo and Ia are reference values. The internationally accepted reference values for the 
sound power and sound intensity are Ilo = 10-12w and Ia = 10-12w /m2 [10] respectively. 

From equation 3.14 it is known that I ex: p2. The sound intensity level L1 can be converted 
into the sound pressure level Lp as: 

p2 p 
Lp = 10 log10 - 2- = 20 log10 -

Pref Pref 
(3.17) 

The commonly used reference for sound pressure in air is Pref (rms) = 2 · 10- 5N / m2, since it is 
the threshold of human hearing. 
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3.4 Acoustic fields 

In the preceding we treated the theory of a simple one-dimensional wave traveling in positive 
or negative x direction. In real acoustic fields a lot more complicated wave phenomena 
occur and the presented theory has to be adapted . We st art with wave diffraction and the 
consequences for the near-and far field in an ultrasonic field. 

3.4.1 Diffraction 

All acoustic pressure fields produced by a transducer are affected by three important phenom
ena: diffraction, attenuation and nonlinearity. Diffraction affects all types of wave propagation 
in a bounded space and is defined by Sommerfeld for light as [3]: Any deviation of light rays 
from rectilinear paths which cannot be interpreted as reflection or refraction is called diffrac
tion. The phenomenon diffraction will be discussed in the remaining of this section in more 
detail based on the principle of Huygens. 

Propagating sound waves lose their energy through absorption and by scat tering [3]. Ab
sorption is the process where the ultrasound is converted into other forms of energy such as 
heat . Scattering is the redirection of ultrasound energy by changes in compressibility and 
density on scales much smaller than the ultrasound wavelength. Attenuation of an ultrasonic 
wave consists of both absorption and scattering. In the present work we use relative low 
frequencies (kilo Hertz range) and the medium is water. Under these conditions attenuation 
is negligible and the energy of the sound wave remains. 

Besides a ttenuation , nonlinearity is an impor
t ant phenomenon in acoustic pressure field. The 
propagation of sound waves through a medium 
is nonlinear. This is caused by the fact that 
the medium is compressed during positive pres
sure peaks - with respect to the ambient pres
sure - and rarefacted during negative pressure 
peaks. Since the propagation speed of a wave 
through a medium is related to the density 
of the medium, the propagation speed of the 
positive pressure peaks is higher than that of 
the negative peaks [9] . This results in a dis
tortion of the pressure wave. For low fre
quencies and low pressure amplitudes, this ef
fect is not sufficiently large and can be ne
glected. 

3.4.2 Huygens principle 

.. - ----

Figure 3.3: Illust rat ion of the 
Huygens principle [82]. 

In practice it is impossible to have just one single wave radiated from a sound source. Namely, 
every vibrating surface of a sound source can be subdivided into a collection of small point 
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3.4 Acoustic E.elds 

sources, which are radiating spherical wavelets independently. The envelope of all these spher
ical wavelets corresponds to the wavefront at that instant in time. It was Huygens [36] in 
1678 who presented this theory and it is commonly known as the Huygens principle. 

The Huygens principle is nicely illustrated in figure 3.3: assume a vibrating piston mounted in 
a rigid baffie. The vibrating surface of the sound source can be subdivided into six individual 
point sources ( indicated by the dots in the figure). Each point source generates spherical 
acoustic waves, which are radiating outwards. At this specific moment in time, the envelope 
of all wavelets shows the propagating wavefront. 

3.4.3 Near -and far field 

The vibrating surface of a radiating sound source is subdivided into multiple point sources. 
For the ease of drawing we take S1 and S2 as two radiating point sources on the vibrating 
surface, where the distance between these point sources (S1 ----+ S2) is called the pitch (see 
figure 3.4). The difference in the traveled distance by two acoustic wavelets from the sound 
source to an observer 01 very far away from the source (indicated by the red arrow in the 
figure) can in general be considered as negligible small as compared to the wavelength. The 
phase difference between both signals becomes vanishingly small as the observer moves to 
infinity, since the angle tends to zero [8]. The observer 01 is located in the so called far field 
of the sound source since the path difference S2 ----+ Pi « >. . 

02 01 ,,, ---:.~ 
/ --------,', ------ ----,, ------ ---

, / ------ ----
51 ' ' - - - - - - - - -, -r - - - -

, "' P2 _ - - ------------
Pl 

Figure 3.4: Phase shift between two signals as a result of the path difference between point of 
observation and sound sources. 

On the contrary, an observer 02 close to the radiating sound source experiences a phase shift 
due to the differences in dist ance (S2 ----+ P2) traveled by the waves. This path difference (blue 
arrow in the figure) is in the order of the wavelength >.. Therefore, if all the wavelets from 
the point sources are summed, the differences in phase have to be included in the calculations 
as well. The exact value of the path difference depends on the location of the observer 0 2. 
The corresponding sound field close to the radiating sources is much more complicated than 
further away. The region with complicated wave diffractions and phase shifts is referred to 
as the near fi eld of the ultrasonic sound field. Note that the closer the observer is located 
to the radiating sound source, the more important the path difference and the more complex 
the wave diffraction. 
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3.4.4 Construction of sound field 

From the theory presented above, it is not a very big step to the construction of the acoustic 
field resulting from individual radiating point sources. The pressure at a given point in 
the sound field can be obtained by a summation of the radiated pressures of each of the 
infinitesimal point sources together with the induced phase changes at that point [8]. The 
induced phase difference is given by [8] as : 

(3.18) 

From this expression it follows that the smaller the wavelength, the greater the distance of the 
near field region extends. If the pressures in all points of the sound field space are calculated , 
the pressure field can be mapped . 

Rayleigh integral 

The Rayleigh integral is commonly used to con
struct the radiated pressure field . The velocity 
normal to the vibrating surface (x-y plane) is de
noted with Vn and the location of a radiating 
point source is denoted with the coordinates Xs 
and Ys respectively (see figure 3.5) . R is the rela
tive position vector of the observer with respect to 
the radiating point source and can be written as 
R = J z2 + (x - Xs ) 2 + (y - Ys)2 . 

The integral is based on the principle of Huygens 
and without going into further mathematica! details 
(the interest ed reader is referred to [8] and [11]) the 
Rayleigh integral is given by: 

-(- t)- !!_!J vn (Xs, Ys, t-R/c )d d p X, - 2 - Xs Ys 
7r R 

3.4.5 Lateral beam profiles 

Figure 3.5: Coordinate system 
as given in [11] 

(3.19) 

An acoustic field is often analyzed with use of lateral beam profiles, which show the normalized 
pressure profile in decibel in la teral direction at a certain axial position . In this way the 
pressure field can be characterized and possible - unwanted - secondary lobes can be visualized. 
Secondary lobes are caused by sound energy that spreads out from the transducer a t angles 
other than the primary beam. There are two types of secondary lobes: the side lobes and the 
grating lobes. 

Side lobes 

Side lobes are the local maxima of the far field radiation pattern that are not the main 
lobe [9]. Side lobes arise as a consequence of diffraction by the path difference of the t raveled 
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3.5 Numerical simulations 

waves and gain in importance for wavelengths close to the size of the transducer pitch (see 
figure 3.4). The pressure intensity of the side lobes is in general low in comparison with the 
main lobe. 

Grating lobes 

A special type side lobe is the grating lobe. Namely, grating lobes have much higher am
plitudes than side lobes and the amplitude is in general equal - or close - to the amplitude 
of the main lobe. Grating lobes will occur whenever the size of the pitch is greater than 
the wavelength. When the distance between the pitch is smaller than half a wavelength, no 
grating lobes will occur. 

Grating lobes arise as a consequence of the Nyquist sampling theorem, which states that 
perfect reconstruction of a signal is only possible when the sampling frequency is greater than 
twice the maximum frequency of the signal being sampled [66]. If the sampling frequency is 
lower than twice the frequency of the signal, the signal can not completely be constructed 
and information is lost . This results in so called aliasing of the signal. 

Since the frequency (time domain) can easily be transferred into wavelength (space domain), 
the same theory holds for the pitch size of transducers. This is the reason why the pitch 
size needs to be smaller than half a wavelength. For example: the wavelength of a signal 
of 2kHz in water is almost 73 centimeters. A normal transducer is always smaller than this 
wavelength, so no grating lobes are expected to occur. However, the wavelength of a 2 MHz 
signal in water is 0. 73 millimeter. For these signals the pitch is of big importance and grating 
lobes can occur. 

3.4.6 Axial beam profiles 

The profile of the pressure distribution at a specific lateral position, for example at the center 
line, can be visualized with use of an axial beam profile. These profiles can be useful, especially 
for frequencies in the MegaHertz range, where the axial beam profiles show the location of 
the near field , the focus point and the far field. In the following section we present the axial 
beam profile for the present work. 

3.5 Numerical simulations 

Different parameters such as the frequency, number of radiating point sources, surface of the 
aperture and the medium determine the ultrasonic pressure field. To illustrate how a change in 
one of the parameters changes the complete field, some numerical simulations are performed. 
The numerical code is written in MATLAB and is based on the Rayleigh integral 3.19. 

The performed simulations correspond to the pressure fields of the present work with fre
quencies equal to 70 Hz and 4 kHz. The pressure fields are calculated in a large domain 
without taking the geometry of the experimental setup into account. It is expected that 
standing waves occur inside the experimental setup with the used geometry. Nevertheless, 
the simulations prove that no wave diffraction occurs as a consequence of transducer size and 
that the total setup is located in the far field of the sound source. 
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To show the complex pressure field with wave diffraction in the Megahertz range, we per
formed simulations with an applied frequency of 2 MHz as well. These simulations and some 
practical issues can be found in appendix B. 

A more thorough simulation, where the geometry of the experimental setup is taken into 
account , is performed using COMSOL. The simulations prove that standing waves occur in
side the experimental setup. Moreover , the pressure fluctuations at the position of the heater 
are calculated and will be presented in the chapter discussion. 

3.5.1 Lateral beam profiles of present work 

Two different lateral beam profiles corresponding to the pressure field of t he present work are 
given in figure 3.6. The simulations are performed with a rectangular aperture of 100 cm2 

oscillating at 4000 Hz. The first beam profile is calculated at an axial position very close to 
the aperture. The second lateral profile shows the pressure distribution at a distance of 15 
cm in front of the aperture, which corresponds approximately to the location of the bubble 
generator with respect to the speaker. 

The pressure distribution at axial position y = 0.001 [m] located very close to the radiat
ing aperture shows one main lobe with a maximum magnitude of O dB. The different 'peaks' 
on the main lobe correspond to the radiated pressure of the individual elements of the trans
ducer and the width of the main beam is equal to the width of the aperture. No diffraction 
and side lobes occur . This was expected since the wavelengths are equal to 

À = ~ = 
1450 

= 0.36 [m] 
V 4000 

where the aperture size is almost 4 times smaller. For the case of 2 MHz, the wavelength is 
500 times smaller and diffraction of waves occurs. The lateral beam profiles in the Megahertz 
range can be found in figure B.5 in appendix B. 

At the axial position y = 0.15 [m] the peak has smoothened and the pressure is more or 
less distributed equally in lateral direction. The maximum pressure is located at the center
line. The lateral beam profile shows once more that no diffraction occurs at the posit ion of 
the heater surface. 

3.5.2 Axial beam profile of present work 

The beam profile in axial direction for the present work is presented in figure 3.6(c). It 
is shown that the maximum pressure occurs at the vibrating surface and decays rapidly for 
increasing distance. No near -and far field of the sound source can be observed and there is no 
focus point. This can of course be expected for large wavelengths with respect to transducer 
element size. 

3.5.3 Acoustic sound field of present work 

Figure 3. 7 shows the acoustic pressure field corresponding to the present work. For the 
simulation we used a rectangular aperture of 100 cm2 oscillating at a frequency of 4 kHz. 
The aperture has an array of 30 x 30 elements. The acoustic pressure field is calculated in a 
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3.5 Numerical simulations 
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(a) Lateral beam profile at axial direction y = 0.001 m. 
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(b) Lateral beam profile at axial direction y = 0.15 m. 
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(c) Axial beam profile calculated a t the centerline. 

Figure 3.6: Lateral -and axial beam profiles corresponding to t he present work are calculated at dif
ferent positions. The pressure is normalized in dB with the maximum magnitude at the corresponding 
position. 
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domain of 100 centimeter in axial direction and 60 centimeters in lateral direction. The heated 
surface in the present setup is located at an axial distance of approximately 15 centimeters 
in front of the sound source. The bubbles are thus generated in the far field of the sound 
source, where the pressure amplitude is still sufficient high. 
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Figure 3. 7: Topview of t he pressure field radiated from a 100 cm2 rectangular aperture oscillating 
at a frequency of v = 4 kHz. 

There is a big similarity between the radiated pressure fields of the simulations with 70 Hz 
and t he simulations wit h 4 kHz. Therefore the results of the simulation wit h 70 Hz are not 
presented here and can be found in appendix B. 
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Chapter 4 

Experiments 

Pool boiling experiments are performed with a variety of boiling and applied sound conditions. 
We start with a discussion of the experimental pool boiling setup. Subsequently, calibration 
measurements are presented and an error analysis is pointed out. At the end of this chapter 
we discuss the different heat transfer mechanisms of the setup and derive the corresponding 
energy equation. 

4.1 Experimental setup 

The main part of the experimental setup consists of a pool boiling pot extended with a so
called bubble generator, which is used to locally heat up the the bulk and generate boiling 
bubbles. The bubble generator acts as a single active nucleation site, since an artificial cavity 
with air pocket is created inside the middle of the heating surface of the generator. Conse
quently, all generated bubbles depart from the same location and have constant volume and 
growth times, which makes the analysis much more simple. 

The bubble generator is mounted inside the center of the pool boiling pot, where the bulk is 
at rest . Two different types of bubble generators are available: one providing a constant heat 
flux, the other a constant surface temperature. Both types will be discussed in the remaining 
of this section. The generated boiling bubbles in each experiment are recorded for analysis 
with a high-speed camera with frame ra tes up to 5000 frames per second. The instantaneous 
temperature of the bulk is measured with two PT-100 sensors. Figure 4.1 shows an overview 
of the experimental setup. 

4.1.1 Pool boiling pot 

The pool boiling setup is constructed from a stainless steel block (141mm x 141mm x 141mm) 
where holes of 0 80 mm are drilled through the centers of each side. Two sides and the bottom 
of the boiling pot are covered by silicon heating elements ( the red plates in figure 4.1) which 
are connected to a temperature control unit . The heating elements heat up both the fluid 
and the stainless steel pot , to minimize heat losses from the fluid to the surroundings. The 
temperature control unit makes it possible to control the temperature of the bulk, allowing 
experiments at different subcooled temperatures. 
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The remaining three sides of the pool boiling pot are covered by perspex plates which are 
connected to the boiling pot by bolts. Each cover plate can therefore easily be unmounted 
and the pool boiling setup can be adapted to the customers needs. In the present setup, two 
thin PT-100 sensors are inserted through the top cover plate to measure the instantaneous 
changes in local bulk temperature. Another PT-100 sensor controls the temperature of the 
bulk via a closed temperature feedback-system. The perspex cover plate at the right side of 
the pool boiling pot enables a view at the test section for the high speed camera. The pot can 
be filled with any fluid by removing the top cover plate. A hose is connected to the bottom 
of the boiling pot to drain it. 

Figure 4.1: The experimental pool boiling setup with the light blue transducer (speaker) located in 
the extended reservoir (left) and the high speed camera positioned in line with the t est section (right). 
Two high intensity lamps (left) are needed for the recordings with the high speed camera. A PT-100 
sensor is inserted through the top cover plate to control the bulk temperature. The red plate shows 
one of the three silicon heating elements. 

4.1.2 Extended reservoir 

Since we concentrate ourselves on frequencies in the audible range, we are able to use an 
ordinary swimming pool loudspeaker as transducer. To integrate the speaker into the set up, 
we had to extend the boiling pot with an extra reservoir. The reservoir is filled with the same 
liquid as the boiling pot, to make sure that there is no difference in impedance between the 
reservoir and the pot. 

A drawback of the relative low frequencies in the audible range ( order of several thousands 
Hertz) is the large wavelength of the waves. Consider the case of saturated water which is 
excited by sound waves with a frequency of 4500 Hz. The resulting length of the waves in the 
water corresponds to: 
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4.1 Experimental setup 

It is clear that these large waves do not fit inside the pot and standing waves are expected to 
occur in the experimental setup. During the design of the reservoir we tried to minimize the 
standing waves in our setup, however there were limitations in the geometry. 

Reservoir design 

The dimensions of the reservoir are adapted to the diameter of the speaker (0 180mm) , to 
make sure that the speaker fits precisely inside the setup with its center placed in line with 
the bubble generator and the high speed camera. The speaker is clamped inside the reservoir 
with isolation foam , which act s as a damper to minimize vibrations of the speaker. 

For recordings with high frame rates (more than 3000 frames per second) an enormous amount 
of light is needed. In the experimental setup without the reservoir - as was used in previ
ous works - a single high intensity lamp was placed in line with the camera. A smooth white 
background needed for the numerical analysis of the bubble recordings was created by a white 
milk glass-sheet. Unfortunately, with the extended reservoir it was no longer possible to place 
the high intensity lamp in line with the white milk glass-sheet and the high-speed camera. 
The challenge to create a smooth white background with sufficient light for high frame-rate 
recordings resulted in the design of the reservoir as sketched in figure 4.2 . 

Between the connection of the reservoir with the pool boiling pot , a white balloon is clamped 
as a membrane. The white balloon distributes a ll incident light over its surface to obtain a 
smooth white background. Furthermore, the balloon separates the fluid in the pool boiling 
pot with the fluid in the reservoir , thereby preventing a fluid flow between both parts of the 
setup. Since the thickness of the balloon is much smaller than the wavelengths of the waves , 
the sound field is not disturb by the membrane. 

To optimize the positioning of the high intensity lamps with respect to the membrane, the 
reservoir of figure 4.2(b) has two oblique sides under an angle of 30 degrees providing enough 
space to adjust the positioning. Later , the geometry of the reservoir was adapted and the 
oblique angles were removed as is shown in figure 4.2(c). In the rect angular reservoir the 
speaker is directly connected to the horizontal cylinder , which diminish standing waves inside 
the reservoir. 

The reservoir is made of polycarbonate and the glue can resist more than hundred degrees 
Celsius. To prevent heat losses to the surroundings, the reservoir is completely covered by 
thick isolation material. The reservoir is connected to the boiling pot by one of the perspex 
cover plates as illustrated in figure 4.2(a) . 

4.1.3 Single bubble generator 

All boiling experiments are performed with use of single bubble generators, which are de
signed and produced at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The bubble generators 
create equally sized single bubbles, departing from an art ificial nucleation site. In this way 
the effects of acoustic excitation on single vapor bubbles can be examined. There are two 
different types of bubble generators: the stainless steel bubble generator and the thin film 
bubble generator. 
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White balloon 

(a) Exploded view of the connection between reservoir and the pool boiling pot with a white balloon as 
membrane. The perspex connection ring is bolted to the boiling pot , whereas the balloon is clamped between 
the reservoir and the ring with silicon glue. 

(b) Assembled experimental setup with the reservoir connected to the boiling pot. Figure 4.2(c) shows the 
rectangular reservoir , which is the follow up of the reservoir with the oblique sides. 

Figure 4.2: Experimental setup with extended reservoir, speaker and high-intensity lamps. Designed 
in the CAD / CAM program Unigraphics. 
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4.1 Experimental setup 

Both types of bubble generators are based on the same working principle: a thin sheet of 
conductive material is mounted on top of a piece of non-conductive and isolating material. 
Inside this non-conductive material a pocket of air is made. A (conical) hole with diameter 
in the order of several micrometers is sparked through the thin sheet of conductive material 
until it reaches the air pocket . This hole is the artificial cavity. 

The non-conductive and isolating material ensures that the heat is located mainly in the 
conductive sheet. If the conductive sheet is connected to a power source, the pocket of air 
is heated up and the artificial cavity act s like a boiling nucleation site. Two types of boiling 
bubble generators are available. The thin film bubble generator has a constant wall tem
perature, whereas the st ainless steel bubble generator generates a constant heat flux . The 
experiments in the present work are performed with use of the more robust stainless steel 
bubble generator. 

4.1.4 Stainless steel bubble generator 

The stainless steel bubble generator (in the remaining we will use the abbreviation SSBG) 
is a robust bubble generator made of stainless steel. The bubble generator is constructed 
on a st ainless steel holder which posit ions the SSBG in the exact middle of the pool boiling 
pot . A close-up photograph of the heating surface of the st ainless steel bubble generator is 
shown in figure 4.3. The technica! drawings of the SSBG are given in figure F .4 in appendix F . 

The SSBG has a thin sheet of st ainless steel on 
top of its surface. The thin sheet is surrounded 
by non-conductive and isolating glue. In the 
middle of the stainless steel sheet a contraction 
is made which has a higher resist ance. A hole 
(0 40 µm) is sparked through the contraction 
of the thin sheet to connect it to the underly
ing artificial air pocket. lf a constant current 
is applied to the bubble generator , the con
traction (surface = 1 mm2 ) in the thin sheet 
heats up to a superheated temperature due to 
t he higher resistance. Since an artificial cavity 
with air pocket is created in the middle of the 
contraction, bubbles st art to grow in the exact 
middle of the bubble generator and the pool 
boiling pot. 

Wall temperature 

Figure 4.3: Stainless steel bubble generator 
with close up of thin sheet and cavity located 
in the exact middle of the bubble generator 

The stainless steel bubble generator has an internal thermocouple approximately 200 µm be
low the heated steel sheet to measure the wall temperature. The internal thermocouple is 
not as accurate as one wishes: since the heat is conducted from the steel sheet to the ther
mocouple, an instantaneously registration of changes in the temperature of the steel sheet is 
prevented. Furthermore, it can not completely be excluded that the measured temperature is 
not influenced by the temperature of the surrounding steel holder. Since we compare different 
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measurements with each other , it can be assumed that the error of the internal thermocouple 
is the same for all experiments. The internal thermocouple has a delay of several seconds 
when the temperature is changing rapidly [78]. 

Another drawback of t he SSBG is the glue used. The glue bulges under influence of high 
temperatures and from time to time it has to be grind off to ensure a fla t surface of the bub
ble generator. After some t ime leakage can occur as well. Figure 4.3 shows a nice example of 
the influence of heat on the glue after a while. 

4 .1.5 High speed camera 

For the analysis of the bubble growth with -and without sonic excita tion , the bubbles are 
recorded with a high speed camera. The camera used is a Photron Fastcam SA3 [81], which 
is able to record with frame rates up to 20000 frames per second depending on the amount 
of incident light and resolut ion. The amount of light is the main concern in our setup and a 
frame rate of 5000 frames per second is the maximum possible recording speed for a sufficient 
resolution. However , t he higher the frame rate, the shorter the maximum recording time. A 
good comprise can be found in recordings with a frame rate of 3000 frames per second with 
a camera resolution of 512 x 256. Depending on the amount of incident light , a record time 
of approximately 7 seconds is achieved. 

The camera is able to do an endless record , which means that the camera stores all recorded 
data of the last 7 seconds in its internal memory and overwrites the data for the subsequent 
7 seconds. This process cont inues unt il the camera is t riggered . For our measurements we 
recorded boiling bubbles without acoustic excitation with an endless record until the acoustic 
waves were applied and the camera was triggered. 

The resulting recordings show the undisturbed boiling bubbles for the last 3.5 seconds be
fore the triggering and the disturbed boiling bubbles for the subsequent 3.5 seconds after the 
triggering. In this way it can easily be observed if acoustic excitation influences the boiling 
bubble behavior. 

4.1.6 Sound setup 

The sound setup consists of three main components: a waveform generator (Agilent 33120a), a 
power amplifier (Peavey GPS 3400) and a speaker (Lubell UW30). The arbitrary wave form 
generator is used to generate the signal (a continuous sinusoidal wave with corresponding 
frequency) and can be controlled manually or with a computer. The wave form generator 
t riggers the high speed camera. The power amplifier is a guitar amplifier and can easily be 
connected to the used loudspeaker . The amplifier is able to amplify the signal from the wave 
generator with +32 dB which corresponds to a factor 40. The loudspeaker is designed to 
operate in water with a frequency range of lO0Hz - l0kHz and can resist t emperatures up 
to hundred degrees Celsius. A maximum of 30 Wat t cont inuous power can be applied to the 
present speaker (t his corresponds to an applied voltage of approximately 22 Volts). 
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4.2 Experimental approach 

4.2 Experimental approach 

The bubble radius is by far the most important parameter in bubble growth and in the bubble 
dynamics. Since the bubble growth is proportional to the square root of time (R ex ~) 
and the resonance frequencies of the bubbles are proportional to the radius squared or cubed, 
we discussed that we should excite the bubbles in the last stage of the growth. Furthermore, 
the surface tension force is much weaker for bubbles at the end of the growth than at the 
beginning of the growth, which should make it more easy to detach the bubbles. 

4.2.1 Experiments 

Before the start of each experiment, the fluid was degassed and kept at the desired bulk tem
perature via the closed temperature feedback system. The experiments are performed using 
the stainless steel bubble generators, since these bubble generators have a constant heat flux, 
which makes the analysis easier. 

During the experiments we generated constant 'bubble-trains' - consisting of bubbles of con
stant volume, growth times and waiting times - by applying a constant power on the bubble 
generator. The constant bubble-trains are recorded with the high speed camera in the endless 
recording mode. An estimation of the bubble radius at detachment results in an estimation 
for the corresponding resonance frequency of the bubbles growing at the wall. 

The growing bubbles are excited by acoustic waves within a range of frequencies correspond
ing to this estimation, until some effect is observed. The range varies from frequencies close 
to the predicted values, to frequencies further away from the predicted values, to investigate 
the frequency dependence of the sound on bubble detachment. 

4.3 Data processing 

During all measurements with the stainless steel bubble generators, the data of the internal 
thermocouple and the two PT-100 sensors was logged in Labview with a frequency of 5 Hz. 
The resulting output is loaded into MATLAB where the data is processed. The recordings 
are analyzed by hand in the high-speed camera software program. 

4.3.1 High speed recordings 

The bubble recordings are analyzed frame by frame for each experiment. The growth time of 
each bubble is determined by counting the number of frames where the bubble was attached 
to the wall. The number of frames in between two adjacent bubbles is a measure for the 
waiting time. If the frame rate is known, the number of frames can easily be converted into 
time. 

The pixel width and height of each bubble are determined by hand as indicated in figure 4.4 . 
With use of the high-speed camera software, a box was drawn around the first bubble (see the 
dotted box in the figure). This box was constrained during the remaining of the recording. 
The constrained box makes it easier to observe changes in bubble sizes during the experi
ment. Moreover, the boundary of the wall (horizontal solid line in figure 4.4) is constrained 
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during the recordings as well. Note the refl.ections at the bubble boundary, as a result of the 
reflections of the high intensity lamps on the polycarbonate cylinder. With tape we tried to 
minimize these refl.ections . 

The volume of the bubbles is estimated by assum
ing axisymmetry and an ellipsoid bubble shape. 
The volume of an ellipsoid can be calculated with 
the expression 

1 V ~ ~~abc 1 
(4.2) 

where a and b are the width halved and height 
halved respectively (see figure 4.4). Note that a = 
c since axisymmetry is assumed. 

4.4 Calibration 

Figure 4.4: Determination of pixel 
width and height. 

The different performed calibration measurements and the thereby obtained relations are 
presented in this section. 

4.4.1 Stainless steel bubble generator 

The wall temperature of the stainless steel bubble generator with internal thermocouple is 
logged in Labview. For a correct value the thermocouple has to be calibrated first. This is 
done with use of a thin PT-100 sensor mounted on top of the thin sheet of the SSBG. 

Calibration of internal thermocouple SSBG 
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Figure 4.5: Calibration of internal thermocouple of the stainless steel bubble generator. The hor
izontal axis shows the output of the thermocouple whereas the vertical axis shows the measured 
temperature of the PT-100 sensor mounted on top of the thin sheet. 
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4.4 Calibration 

During the heating up of the bulk to saturation temperature, the output of both the PT-100 
sensor and internal thermocouple were read out simultaneously. Plotting both signals as 
function of each other results in a linear relation as shown in figure 4.5. 

The calibration is clone twice and a data fit is applied to obtain the following relation: 

Twall = 122x - 47.55 (4.3) 

4.4.2 Pixel to millimeter ratio 

Most of the bubble experiments are recorded with pixel resolutions of 512 x 256. To make an 
estimation of the bubble volume, the ratio of pixels to millimeter has to be calculated . This 
can be achieved by placing a glass calibration sphere, with a very accurately known diameter, 
in the bulk near the place where the bubbles are generated. The glass sphere has a diame
ter in the order of the created bubbles. An image of the calibration set up is shown in figure 4.6. 

Every time the camera was moved, the diaphragm was changed or a small correction in 
the focus of the camera was applied (for example after switching to another type of bubble 
generator), the pixel to millimeter ratio had to be recalculated. 

Figure 4.6: Calibration of pixel to millimeter ratio using glass ball with known diameter 

For the measurements with the stainless steel bubble generator we obtained the values as 
presented in table 4.1, where rx is the diameter of the glass ball, rp is the number of pixels 
and 6. corresponds to the absolute uncertainty. The pixel to millimeter ratio is given per 
experiment in the remaining. 

rp ± 6.rp pixels 
error estimates 222 ± 2 3.10 ± 0.01 

Table 4.1: Calibration uncertainties 
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The conversion factor C is equal to 

C 
millimeters 3.10 

= ---- = - = 0.0140 
pixels 222 

The rela tive uncertainty of the conversion factor t).C can be calculated using the expression 
of Squires [13] 

t).C 

C 

The pixel to millimeter ration is thereby equal to 0.0140 ± 0.0010 

4.4.3 PT-100 sensors 

( 4.4) 

The PT-100 sensors used in the experiments are calibrated by the manufacturer. The sensors 
are connected to a data acquisition system and the output is logged in Labview. The linear 
relation which couverts the output voltage of the PT-100 sensors into temperature is given 
by 

TPT-100 = 62 .l0x - 4.507 (4.5) 

4. 5 Error analysis 

The different errors of the components of the setup are discussed here. The error made in the 
determination of pixel size and growth times is treated here as well. 

4.5.1 Temperature 

The Pt-100 (class C), which is coupled to the temperature feedback system and placed in the 
bulk, is calibrated by the manufacturer. The maximum possible error of the PT-100 sensor 
is equal to ± 0.1° Celsius. An extra error is introduced by the digital controller , which is a t 
maximum 0.2 %. [78] 

The two thin PT-100 sensors are calibrated by the manufacturer and the absolute error is 
equal to± 0.05° Celsius. The time response is very quick and sudden changes in temperature 
are registrated in less than the sampling rate in Labview ( 5 Hz). There is no time delay in 
the temperature plots of the bulk. 

The thermocouple of the SSBGl is calibrated with one of the thin PT-100 sensors and has an 
error of± 0.2 ° Celsius. The thermocouple is mounted inside the steel holder of the bubble 
generator at a distance of approximately 200 µm below the heated surface. As a consequence, 
the measured temperature is not necessarily the surface wall temperature and the internal 
thermocouple has a delay of several seconds when the temperature is changing rapidly. This 
is due to the well known inverse heat problem [78]. To account for this t ime delay, we plotted 
the temperature profiles for 2 more seconds than the time of the recorded images. In this way 
we should be able to see a change in the heater wall temperature after the trigger. 
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4.5 Error analysis 

Since we compare the situation with sound to the situation without sound in one single 
experiment , it is of interest to see if acoustic excitation changes the bulk or superheat. The 
relative errors of the temperature sensors are the same in all experiments and not of impor
tance when only the change in temperature due to the sonic waves is investigated . The errors 
in the temperature sensors do play a role however , when we want to make calculations on the 
heat transfer in chapter 6. The error in superheat is maximum± 0.2 ° Celsius, corresponding 
to the internal thermocouple. 

4.5.2 Applied power 

We apply a constant power to the stainless steel bubble generator. This power can be adjusted 
with an accuracy of one digit. The relative error in applied power is therefore equal to± 0.05 
V and ± 0.05 A. Moreover, it is not sure that all applied power is consumed by the thin 
sheet. Heat losses in wiring and through the steel holder to the surroundings are not t aken 
into account. Once more we can concluded that this error is the same in all experiments and 
the error is only of importance when calculating the heat transfer. 

4.5.3 Sound 

The sound setup has a lot of errors , which are very hard to quantify. The response of the 
speaker to frequencies (transition function) is unknown and errors in the amplitude of the 
radiated sound wave can occur. Moreover , the losses of the sound to the surroundings are not 
mapped. There are losses via the air, the table etc. since we need to wear ear plugs during 
the excitation. These losses are not taken into account in the simulation of the pressure field 
inside the pool boiling pot, resulting in large pressure amplitudes. The neglecting of the losses 
leads to huge errors in the calculated pressure field. 

On the contrary, the frequency can be adjusted with a very high accuracy (more than 5 
digits) . The error of the wave generator is given by the manufacturer as 20 ppm in 1 year for 
the frequency generation and 1 % in the output amplitude. 

4.5.4 Determination of pixels 

The size of the bubbles is determined by the number of pixels. The numbers of pixels follow 
from the high speed camera recordings, where the pixel to millimeter ratio is calibrated with 
the glass sphere. The error in the determination of the pixels is equal to 2 pixels in bubble 
width - corresponding to an error of 1 pixel in bubble radius - and 1 pixel error in bubble 
height. For the determination of the growth times and waiting times, the number of frames 
is counted. Here, an error of maximum one frame occurs. 

Experiments are performed with two types of stainless steel bubble generators: one has a 
cavity radius of 20µm , the other has a cavity radius of 30µm. The bubbles generated by the 
bubble generator with the largest cavity are in the order of 150 pixels in width and 170 pixels 
in height. The maximum possible error in the determination of the radius is one pixel, which 
is equal to 0.0140 millimeter (as is obtained by the calibration with the glass sphere). The 
relative error in the determination of bubble radius is equal to 2/ 150 = 1.3 %. The error in 
bubble height is equal to 1/ 170 = 0.6 %. The bubble growth times are typically in the order 
of 28 frames. The error of 1 frame is therefore equal to 3.6 %. 
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In the case of the smaller generated bubbles the errors are larger. The width of the smallest 
bubbles is equal to 91 frames, corresponding to an error in bubble radius of 2.2 %. The 
minimum height of the bubbles is equal to 100 pixels. The error in bubble height is therefore 
equal to 1/100 = 1 %. The error in the determination of the growth times is equal to 1/18 = 

5.6 %. Error bars corresponding to these values are introduced in the figures. 

An error is introduced by assuming ellipsoid bubble volumes. The error is the same in all 
experiments (width/height ratio is approximately the same for all bubbles). Therefore this 
error is not of importance by comparing the different bubble volumes with each other. The 
error only plays a role in the analysis of the heat transfer. However, as will be presented in 
chapter 6, this error has no influence on the heat transfer. 

4.6 Heat transfer mechanisms 

During nucleate pool boiling various heat transfer mechanisms occur. The two most impor
tant mechanisms are (micro-)convective heat transfer and the energy transport by the vapor 
bubbles. Both mechanisms will be discussed in the following subsections and the total energy 
equation will be derived. 

4.6.1 Heat transport by vapor bubbles 

A growing vapor bubble extracts heat from its surroundings. This can either be the sur
rounding saturated liquid or the heated wall. Due to the large latent heat of the liquid (in the 
order of MJ /kg for water) a substantial part of the required heat flux will be extracted from 
the heated wall. The vapor bubbles that rise from the heated surface transport an amount 
of heat flux away from the heater into the liquid . The heat flux transported by the vapor 
bubbles q~ubbles is given in [12] as: 

(4.6) 

where Pv is the mass density of the vapor [kg/m3], Vbubbles the volume of the departing vapor 
bubble [m3], hev the latent heat of evaporation [MJ / kg], f the bubble departure frequency 
[Hz] and Ni is the nucleation site density [#/cm2

]. 

In general the primes " refer to value per unit area. The total power in Watts transported by 
the vapor bubbles is therefore given by Q = q" · A. The same analogy holds for the number of 
active nucleation sites per unit area Ni. In the following we will use Na= Ni · A to denote 
the total number of active nucleation sites. 

4.6.2 (Micro )-convection 

Bubble incipience -and departure from the heated wall disrupts the thermal boundary layer. 
A rising vapor bubble drags hot liquid from the thermal boundary layer into the colder bulk 
of the liquid, which has to be compensated by a colder liquid flow from the bulk to the heater. 
The colder liquid is pushed to the heated wall and acts as a cold liquid impinging jet, which 
increases the heat transfer from heater wall to the liquid [12]. The colder liquid reduces the 
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4.6 Heat transfer mechanisms 

effective thickness of the thermal boundary layer. 

It is obvious that the more aften a vapor bubble is formed and departs, the more aften 
the thermal boundary layer is disrupted and cold liquid is transported from bulk to heater. 
Increasing the detachment of the bubbles and thereby the departure frequency of the bubbles 
results in a higher nucleate boiling heat transfer rate. 

Convection 

The total heat transfer from heated wall to fluid by convection - which is equal to all heat 
transfer minus the heat transported by the vapor bubbles - can be written as: 

(4.7) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient [W / (m2K)]. Increasing the heat transfer coefficient h 
for a constant b. T results in a better convective heat transfer. 

4.6.3 Heat flux induced by transducer 

A transducer converts one form of energy into another. In the present setup we use a speaker 
which converts electrical energy into vibrational motion. This process is always accompanied 
by energy losses, in the form of heat generation. Furthermore, the sound waves can lose their 
energy to the surroundings in the form of heat . The additional heat generated by the speaker 
and the sonic waves has to be included into the total energy equation. In the remaining of 
this section we denote the additional generated heat as Q sound [W]. 

The additional heat of the speaker is estimated by measuring the temperature increase of 
the bulk during sonic excitation. The temperature of the bulk is logged for several minutes 
without sound, followed by several minutes with sound. Two PT-100 sensors are used to 
measure the instantaneous temperature at different positions in the setup. 

The bulk is measured at an almost saturated temperature of 99.2° Celsius. Due to the 
slow temperature feedback system, large temperature fluctuations occurred and no convinc
ing conclusions could be drawn (see appendix C). To minimize the fluctuations, we performed 
the same measurement at room temperature with the heaters turned off. 

Figure 4. 7 shows the measured bulk temperature as function of time. The region between the 
thick vertical black lines indicates the period where the sound was turned on. The bulk tem
perature is measured at two positions: close to the bubble generator and at five millimeters 
in front of the speaker. 
The blue curve shows the measured temperature of the bulk at a distance of five millimeters 
in front of the speaker. At this position a small increase in temperature is visible during 
the period the speaker was turned on. However , the PT-100 sensor located very close to the 
bubble generator did not registrated any change in temperature. 

The temperature increases approximately 0.02° Celsius during sonic excitation. This in
crease is a consequence of the heat generation by the speaker ( for example the heating up of 
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Figure 4. 7: Bulk temperature at Tbulk ~ 23.3°Celsius. Between the black vertical lines the sound 
was turned on. It can be observed that a small increase in temperature occurs when the speaker is 
turned on at 5 millimeters in front of the speaker. 

the coil inside the speaker) and not of the acoustic waves. An increase in temperature due 
to attenuation of the acoustic wave would result in a linear increase and therefore a steeper 
slope. The temperature measured near the bubble generator does not show any change in 
temperature. Since the slope of the curve stays the same during the excitation, it can be 
concluded that no heat is added by the sonic waves at the position of the bubble generator. 

Additional generated heat 

Based on the maximum temperature increase of 0.02° Celsius at a distance of five millimeters 
in front of the speaker, we can estimate the additional generated heat of the speaker using 
the following expression: 

( 4.8) 

with m1 the mass of the liquid [kg], Cp1 the specific heat of the liquid [J / (kg · K)] and b..T the 
measured temperature difference. 

All additional heat is transferred into the horizontal cylinder of the setup (see figure 4.2), 
where the diameter of the cylinder is equal to the diameter of the speaker (0 80mm). The 
additional heat is thus able to heat up a volume of 

7r 2 5 3 Vi = 0.005 · 40.08 = 2.5 · 10- m 

with an amount of 0.02° Celsius. Introduction of m1 = Pl · Vi into equation 4.8 results in: 

Qsound = 998.4 · 2.5 · 10-5 
· 4216 · 0.02 = 2.1 [W] (4.9) 
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The bubbles are genera ted at a distance of approximately 15 centimeter away of t he speaker. 
A liquid volume of Vi = 7.5 · 10- 4 m3 is therefore located between the speaker surface and 
the bubble generator. The maximum increase in temperature a t the position of the bubble 
generator can now easily be obtained by application of 

6.T = Q sound 

(Pl . Vi . Cpl ) 

and results in 6.T = 6.6 · 10- 4° Celsius. 

(4.10) 

Based on figure 4. 7 and the presented calculations, we conclude that Q sound ( the heat genera
tion of the speaker and the attenuation of the sonic waves) has no influence near the location 
of the bubble generator and we neglect Q sound in the (local) energy equation of our pool 
boiling setup. Therefore we can write: 

Q sound ~ Ü [W] 1 (4.11) 

4.6.4 Losses to the surroundings 

The heat flux that is lost to the surroundings Q1osses has t o be included in the energy equation. 
To minimize the losses to the surroundings we covered the extended reservoir by thick isola
tion material, whereas the pool boiling pot is kept at bulk temperature by t he silicon heating 
pads . An estimation of the losses to t he surroundings can be made based on figure C.l. lf 
the heating pads are disabled , the bulk decreases approximately three tenths of a degree in 
three minutes. 

Since the experiments are performed in less than ten seconds we presume that no heat t rans
fer to the surroundings will occur. Furthermore, we compare the situation with -and without 
acoustic excitation and it is very likely that heat losses were the same during the experiment. 
We can write for the heat losses: 

Qiosses ~ Ü [W] 1 (4.12) 

4.6.5 Total heat transfer 

The total energy equation of our setup can now easily be constructed . During the measure
ments, the silicon heating elements were turned off. The bubble generator is therefore the 
only heating element which generates the power for boiling. The power input is referred to as 
Q power · The power delivered by the bubble generator is either transported by the generated 
bubbles or t ransferred to the fluid by convection . 

The energy equation of the experimental setup is given by: 

Q power + Q sound = Q bubbles + Q convection + Q1osses [W] (4.13) 

Here we used Q = q" · A. 
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The energy equation can be rewritten using equations 4.6 up to 4.12 into the following form: 

Qpower = Pv · Vbubbles · hev · f · N a + h · A · (Twa ll - Tbulk) [W] (4.14) 

where A is the surface of the heated thin film [m2] and Na = Ni · A the number of active 
nucleation sites [#]. 

In the next chapter we present the results of acoustic excitation on bubble volume, bub
ble growth and waiting time. In chapter 6 we investigate the influence of the reported results 
on the heat transfer. 
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Chapter 5 

Results 

The results of the performed pool boiling measurements are presented in this chapter. We 
st art with a discussion of the results obtained from the stainless steel bubble generators. The 
effects of sound on bubble volume, bubble growth times and waiting times are presented for 
excitation in the Rayleigh-Plesset volumetrie mode as well as for the first order 'Lamb'-mode. 
Furthermore, we show the effects of frequency on bubble detachment. 

5.1 Resonance modes 

For the experiments with acoustic excitation in the volumetrie Rayleigh-Plesset mode, we 
used two types of stainless steel bubble generators. The first type, in the following denoted 
with SSBGl , is equipped with an internal thermocouple and has a cavity radius of 30µm . 
The second type, denoted with SSBG2, has no internal thermocouple and the cavity radius 
equals 20µm. Experiments performed with both types are treated separately in the following 
sections. The experiments with acoustic excitation in the first order Lamb mode are performed 
with the SSBGl. 

5.2 Volumetrie resonance mode using SSBG 1 

This section presents t he effects of acoustic excita tion in the isotropic mode of the bubbles 
generated by the st ainless steel bubble generator SSBG 1. 

5.2.1 Measurement configuration 

During all performed measurements, the bubbles were recorded with a frame rate of 3000 
frames per second , which was the maximum possible frame rate for a sufficient high resolution 
of 512 x 256 pixels and the available amount of light. The applied power was maintained at 
a value of Qpower = 7.4 [W] , whereas the temperature of the bulk was slightly varied per 
measurement. The wall temperature of the bubble generator is calculated using relation 4.3 
obtained by the calibration measurements. The pixel t o millimeter ra tio is calibrated as: 

pixels 222 ± ~2 
millimeter 3.10 ± ~0.01 

resulting in the size of one pixel equal to 0.0140± 0.0001 millimeters (see section 4.5). 
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5.2.2 Effect of sound on bubble volume 

The effect of acoustic excitation is investigated by comparing the volumes at detachment of 
the bubbles before the trigger (no excitation) and after the trigger ( excita tion in isotropic 
resonance frequency). Before the sound wave is applied , constant " bubble-trains" are gener
ated: all bubbles have exactly the same volume, same growth time and the waiting times are 
constant . For the best comparison between the different experiments, we tried to generate 
bubbles of the same volume each experiment. However , we found out that it is extremely 
difficult to generate vapor bubbles with exactly the same volume in different experiments, es
pecially when the experiments are performed on different days. A small increase in pressure, 
bulk temperature or water quality can influence the bubble size. Nonetheless we were able to 
generate bubbles of almost equal volume. 

Figure 5.l(a) shows the volume in mm3 of the recorded bubbles as function of time be
fore and after the trigger with sound. Four different measurements are presented here, were 
the frequencies of the applied acoustic waves per measurement are given in the legend. The 
wave generator and the high speed camera are triggered a t time t = 0, which is indicated by 
the thick vertical black line in the figure. The sound setup (wave generator -+ amplifier -+ 
speaker) has a time delay due to st art-up effects of approximately 0.15 seconds, indicated by 
the dashed vertical black line. The error bars denote the maximum possible error of 3% as 
a result of the estimation of the bubble width and height by hand (see for a more thorough 
error analysis section 4.5) . For clarity we presented only a few error bars, but of course all 
bubbles have the same error and corresponding bar. 

The bubble volumes a t detachment are estimated with use of expression 4.2 and the bubble 
radii of the different measurements are found to be in the order of 1.05 ± 0.05 millimeters. 
Recalling equation 2.13 of Chesters [23] for the approximation of the maximum bubble radius 
a t detachment , results - with a cavity size of 30 µm - in: 

R 3 = 3rcav 0" ;:::;:; 0.66 [mm] 
max 2pzg (5.1) 

The radii of the generated bubbles are almost 40% larger than the predicted theoretica! ra
dius Rmax · The resonance frequencies of the generated bubbles are therefore smaller than 
the predicted 4000 Hz, however the expression is a good first estimate of the order of the 
resonance frequencies . 

lt can be observed from figure 5.l(a) that in three of the four measurements, the bubble 
volume decreases immediately after the acoustic waves are applied. The bubbles which are 
excited by acoustic waves with a frequency of 2800 Hz show no effect on the sound. These 
bubbles are the largest in volume of all measurements and they have the lowest resonance 
frequency. Instead , we excited the largest bubbles with the highest frequency of all measure
ments. The frequency of the applied waves seems to be rela ted to bubble size. 

To investigate whether the decrease in bubble volume is correlated to the resonance frequen
cies of the bubble we recall equation 2.27 and 2.40: 
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Figure 5.1: Bubble volume as function of time before and after trigger. The black solid vertical line 
at t = 0 corresponds to t he trigger of the camera and the wave-generator , whereas the black dotted 
vertical line at t ~ 0.15 corresponds to the time delay of the sound setup. 
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The values for saturated water can be found in table 2.1. The radius at detachment of 
the bubble right before the trigger determines which frequency should be applied to excite 
the bubbles in their resonance frequencies. Therefore, these bubble radii are given in ta
ble 5.1 together with the corresponding theoretica! predicted resonance frequency VRPwall. 

The frequency dependence is investigated by comparing the differences between applied fre
quency and theoretica! predicted frequency. The difference, öv, is presented in column five 
of table 5.1. 

From the fifth column of table 5.1 we can conclude that the difference between applied fre
quency and theoretica! predicted frequency in measurement number 4 (2800 Hz) is relatively 
large as compared to the other three measurements, where a decrease in bubble volume is 
observed. To make an estimate of the decrease in bubble volume as function of frequency 
difference, we normalized the bubble volumes in figure 5.l(b). The volumes are normalized 
with respect to the volume of the first bubble. 

It follows that the smaller the difference öv, the larger the decrease in bubble volume. The 
absolute frequency difference lövl is almost equal for measurement number 1 and 3, which 
results in a comparable decrease in bubble volume as function of time. 

In contrast, the bubble volume in measurement number 4 increases. The increase however, 
occurs before the sound was triggered and the increase in bubble volume is located between 
the error bars of 3%. The increase can therefore not be larger than one single pixel in height 
and one single pixel in width. The small increase in bubble volume is probably an effect of an 
error in the pixel determination , the restricted resolution of the recordings or a small increase 
in superheat (this will be investigated in section 5.2.5). 

Figure 5.2 shows the maximum decrease in bubble volume as function of the difference in 
frequency öv. The black lines are the error bars. The 'v-shaped ' plot proves that the decrease 
in bubble volume is resonance dependent (recall the resonance response of the weakly-damped 
oscillator as discussed in section 2.2 , where the maximum response occurred at wp/wo). The 
largest decrease in bubble volume can be obtained by acoustic waves with frequencies equal 
to - or close to - the resonance frequency of the growing vapor bubble. 

# Vapplied[Hz] Rbubbte[mm] VRP .. ,,,.l/. [Hz] 6-v = Vapplied - VRP.,,,,11 [-] Volume decrease [%] 
1 2700 1.047 ± 0.014 2677 ± 36 23 ± 36 12.9 ± 3 
2 2730 1.026 ± 0.014 2732 ± 38 -2 ± 38 18.8 ± 3 
3 2750 1.012 ± 0.014 2770 ± 39 -20 ± 39 15.0 ± 3 
4 2800 1.068 ± 0.014 2624 ± 35 176 ± 55 0.0 ± 3 

Table 5.1: Frequency dependence of bubbles in the four different measurements. The table shows 
the numbers corresponding to the different measurements in the first column, the applied frequency 
of sonic wave in the second column, bubble radius right before trigger in the third column, theoretica! 
predicted value of volumetrie resonance mode at wall in the fourth column and difference between 
applied frequency and theoretica! resonance frequency in the fifth column. The last column shows the 
decrease in percentage bubble volume. The errors in the table are the maximum possible errors made 
in the determination of the bubble size (1 pixel error (1.4 %) in determination of bubble radius and 
3% in bubble volume). 
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Figure 5.2: Decrease in bubble volume as function of the difference in frequency D..v. The black lines 
are the error bars, with a maximum error of ± 39 Hz in horizontal direction and ± 3% in vertical 
direction. The horizontal error is a result of the error of one pixel (1 %) in the determination of the 
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5.2.3 Effect of sound on bubble growth times 

The effect of acoustic excitation on the bubble growth time is shown in this subsection. From 
the previous subsection it was concluded that sound can decrease the volume of the growing 
vapor bubbles as long as the acoustic waves have frequencies close to the resonance frequen
cies of the bubbles (see figure 5.2). Smaller bubbles should result in smaller growth times, 
which means - if the waiting t imes are not increased - an increase in the bubble departure 
frequency, thereby promoting micro-convection. 

The growth times of the recorded bubbles as function of t ime before and after the trig
ger are shown in figure 5.3. Again we normalized the growth times to compare the different 
measurements with each other. It can be observed that the growth times are very constant 
before the sound wave is applied. After the trigger, the growth times decrease slowly for 
measurement number 1 and 3, and immediately for the measurement where the frequency 
difference is the smallest. The growth times of the bubbles in measurement number 4 are not 
changed at all and again the conclusion can be drawn that the applied sound has no influence 
on these bubbles. 

The error made in the determination of the bubble growth time is one frame. Since the 
bubbles grow in approximately 28 frames (corresponding to a growth time of 28/3 = 9½ms) , 
the error is relatively large and equal to 2

1
8 = 3.6%. We are pretty sure that the decrease in 

bubble growth time is a consequence of the sound, especially since the frequency dependence 
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can be observed. However, the decrease in growth time of the bubbles is equal to the maxi
mum possible error. It can therefore not completely be excluded that the decrease in growth 
time might be a measurement error. 
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Figure 5.3: Bubble growth t imes as function of time before and after the trigger. The error bars 
correspond to the error of one frame equal to 3.6%. 

5.2.4 Effect of sound on waiting time 

The wait ing time is the time between two adjacent bubbles. The waiting times are visualized 
in figure 5.4. It can be observed that the time between two adjacent vapor bubbles is much 
shorter for measurement number 3 than it is for the other measurements ( the waiting t ime is 
in the order of 0.5 seconds versus 0.65 seconds), which means t hat the departure frequency 
of the bubbles was higher. The vertical black lines indicate the trigger of the sound and the 
camera. 

The figure shows that there is almost no difference in the waiting t ime before -and after 
the triggering. For each measurements the waiting time has a constant value and no effect of 
acoustic excitation can be observed. Therefore we conclude that acoustic excitation has no 
effect on the wait ing t ime between two adj acent bubbles. 

5.2.5 Temperature registration 

To make sure that the decrease in bubble volume during the measurements is not a result of a 
change in temperature, we logged the temperatures of both the bulk and the thin sheet film. 
The difference between these temperatures, b.T, is the driving force of bubble growth. The 
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temperature of the bulk, the temperature of the heater and the superheat before and after 
the trigger are presented in figure 5.5 for measurement number 2. Temperature registrations 
of t he other experiments can be found in appendix D. During the experiments we switched 
off the heating elements, preventing heating up of the bulk. 
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Figure 5.4: Waiting times as function of total number of waiting times during the recordings. The 
symbols correspond to the waiting time between two adjacent bubbles [s]. 

Since the internal thermocouple is mounted inside the steel holder at a distance of 200µm 
underneath the thin sheet film , the measured temperature has a delay of several seconds [78]. 
Therefore we present the temperature in figure 5.5 up to eight seconds after the trigger , which 
should be long enough to observe changes in the heater wall. 

Figure 5.5 proves that during t he recordings of the bubbles, almost no changes in b..T occurred 
and that the decrease in bubble volume should be an effect of the pressure waves inside the 
pool boiling pot. The influence of temperature on the change in bubble volume during the 
measurement can be excluded. The same conclusion holds for the other experiments where a 
decrease in bubble volume was observed. 

To investigate whether the increase in bubble volume of the bubbles of measurement number 4 
is a consequence of a change in the superheat b..T we plotted the registration of the super
heat in figure D.1 in appendix D. It can be observed that a small increase in superheat occurs 
and this is probably the effect of the small increase in bubble volume during the measurement . 

The effect of the decrease in bubble volume and the constant b..T on the heat transfer will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
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5.2.6 Bubble growth with -and without sound 

We analyzed the bubble growth of the bubbles in experiment number 2 with each other. The 
bubble diameter and bubble height as function of growth time of the undisturbed bubbles 
is compared to the diameter and bubble height as function of growth time of the disturbed 
bubbles. 

The bubble growth of the undisturbed bubbles as function of growth time is very repro
ducible. At each instant of time the bubbles have the same bubble radius and bubble height. 
The reproducibility of the bubble growth of the excited bubbles however is much worse, since 
the decrease in volume of the excited bubbles increases with time. We therefore only compare 
the bubble growth of t he excited bubble with t he largest volume decrease - corresponding to 
bubble number 11 in measurement #2 - with the undisturbed bubble growth in t he figures 
5.6 and 5.7. 

The bubble diameter as function of growth time is compared in figure 5.6. The maximum 
possible error in the determination of the bubble diameter is 2 pixels, which corresponds to 
an error of approximately 1.4%. No error bars are shown in the figure, but it can clearly be 
observed that the bubble growth of the disturbed bubble (bubble number 11 ) is outside this 
error range of 1.4%. The figure shows that t he growth of the diameter of bubble number 11 
starts to deviate from the undisturbed bubbles at approximately 3 milliseconds. At detach
ment , the disturbed bubble detaches 0. 7 milliseconds faster and the bubble diameter has 
decreased with 7 % as indicated in the figure. 
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Figure 5.6: Bubble growth of the diameter of t he undisturbed bubbles compared to the growth of the 
diameter of the disturbed bubble with t he largest decrease in volume (bubble number 11 in experiment 
# 2). The bubble detaches 0.7 milliseconds faster and the bubble diameter has decreased with 7 %. 

The bubble height as function of growth time with and without sound is compared in 
figure 5.7. The bubble height as function of time can perfectly be described by the theo-
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retical predicted diffusion controlled bubble growth as given in equation 2.7. The theoretica! 
prediction is shown in the figure by the black dashed line. To calculate the theoretica! pre
dicted growth we used the values for water as presented in table 2.1. The temperature of 
the heater wall and bulk are based on the values of figure 5.5, which leads to Tbulk = 98.1 °C 
and Twall = 106°C. The corresponding Jacob number is equal to Ja= 23 .6 and we fitted the 
shape function Cs to the value of 1.1 
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Figure 5. 7: Growth of bubble height of the undisturbed bubbles compared to the bubble height 
of the disturbed bubble with the largest decrease in volume (bubble number 11 in experiment # 2). 
The black dotted line corresponds to the theoretica! predicted diffusion controlled bubble growth 
(equation 2.7), where 6.T = 7.9 [°C], J a = 23.6 [-] and a = >.. / (p1cp,) = 1.68 • 10-7 [m2 /s]. The shape 
correction factor Cs is fitted to the value of 1.1. 

The bubble height as function of growth time for the disturbed bubble is almost comparable 
to the bubble height of the undisturbed bubbles in t ime. The height of the disturbed bubble 
is approximately 2 % smaller during the last stage of the growth. Since the bubble detaches 
0.7 milliseconds faster , a total decrease of 5 % in bubble height is obtained in the end. 

Bubble recordings 

The figures 5.8 and 5.9 show recorded images of the bubble growth for the case of an undis
turbed bubble at the left and a bubble disturbed by acoustic waves with frequency 2730 Hz at 
the right . The horizontal bar corresponds to the bubble diameter of the undisturbed bubbles 
at detachment and has a length of 150 pixels. With the corresponding conversion factor this 
yields to a length of 2.09 millimeter. 

The data shown in figure 5.6 and 5.7 are based on the presented recordings. The decrease 
in bubble volume and the decrease in bubble growth t ime are nicely visualized in this way. 
Moreover, it can be observed that the bubbles grow via growth mode A as was discussed in 
section 2.1.5. The results will be analyzed more thoroughly in the next chapter , were the 
induced pressure field of the sound source is t aken into account as well. 
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(a) t = 0.33 ms (b) t = 0.33 ms 

(c) t = 1.67 ms (d) t = 1.67 ms 

(e) t = 3.00 ms (f) t = 3.00 ms 

(g) t = 4.33 ms (h) t = 4. 33 ms 

Figure 5.8: Bubble growth of bubble without acoustic excitation (left) and with acoustic excita
tion 2730 Hz (right). The horizontal bar corresponds to 150 pixels (2.09 millimeter) , equal to the 
detachment diameter of the bubble without acoustic excitation. 
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(a) t = 5.67 ms (b) t = 5.67 ms 

(c) t = 7.00 ms (d) t = 7.00 ms 

(e) t = 8.33 ms (f) t = 8.33 ms 

(g) t = 9.67 ms (h) t = 9.67 ms 

Figure 5.9: Bubble growth (continued) ofbubble without acoustic excitation (left) and with acoustic 
excitation of 2730 Hz (right) . The horizontal bar corresponds to 150 pixels (2.09 millimeter), equal to 
the detachment diameter of the bubble without acoustic excitation. 
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5.3 Volumetrie resonance mode using SSBG2 

Experiments with acoustic excitation in the volumetrie mode using the SSBG2 are presented 
in this section. The SSBG2 has a smaller cavity radius (20µm) and no internal thermocouple. 
The temperature of the thin steel sheet is measured by a PT-100 sensor located on top of the 
bubble generator. The reason to use two different types of stainless steel bubble generators 
was the fact that the glue of the SSBG 1 showed some leakage after intensive use and multiple 
active nucleation sites were visible. 

The advantage of using two different types of generators is the difference in vapor bubble 
conditions. The generated bubbles of the SSBG2 are much smaller and the bubble departure 
frequencies are higher than in the previous case. It is of interest to investigate if the same 
conclusions hold for the case of small bubbles . An important drawback of the recordings with 
small bubbles is the relative large error in the determination of the bubble size in pixels and 
in the determination of the growth times. 

5.3.1 Measurement configuration 

During all measurements with the SSBG2, the temperature difference b.T was determined by 
the use of two PT-100 sensors. One located on top of the thin steel sheet, the other located 
in the bulk. The high speed recordings were recorded at a frame rate of 3000 frames per 
second and with a resolution of 512 x 256 pixels . The applied power during all measurements 
was equal to Qpower = 7. 8 [W] , whereas the t emperature of the bulk was slightly varied per 
measurement. For each measurement the pixel to millimeter ratio is calibrated as 

pixels 228 ± b.2 
millimeter 3.10 ± b.0.01 

resulting in the size of one pixel equal to 0.0136± 0.0001 millimeters. 

5.3.2 Effect of sound on bubble volume 

The bubble volumes in mm3 as function of time before and after the trigger are shown in 
figure 5.10. Five different measurements are presented in the figure for clarity. Three other 
experiments with large b.v were performed as well, however the applied acoustic waves showed 
no effect on bubble decrease and are therefore not presented here. The data of these three 
measurements can be found in appendix E . 

As follows from figure 5.10, the bubbles generated by the SSBG2 are much smaller than 
the bubbles generated by the SSBGl (bubble volumes almost 3 times as small). It was there
fore even harder to generate equally sized bubbles per experiment. Moreover , much more 
bubbles are generated per unit of time with the SSBG2 than with the SSBGl under almost 
the same conditions. 

The generated bubbles have all radii of 0.65 ± 0.06 millimeter. The approximation of Rmax 

using equation 2.13 of Chesters [23] is for a cavity size of 20 µm equal to 0.57 millimeter. The 
error in the approximation is only 11 % in this case. 
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The frequencies of the applied acoustic waves per experiment are given in the legend. Since 
the generated vapor bubbles are smaller, higher frequencies (in the order of 4000Hz) are ap
plied . The horizontal dashed lines in figure 5.10 correspond to an error of 3% as a result 
of the estimation of the bubble width and height by hand. However, based on the figure it 
seems that we might have overestimated the error. We introduced error bars in the figure 
corresponding to 2 % which cover all fluctuations in bubble volume. 

Figure 5.lO(b) shows the normalized bubble volumes before and after the trigger. We nor
malized with respect to the volume of the first bubble. Once more it can be observed that for 
some measurements the bubble volume decreased, whereas in other measurements the volume 
did almost not change. We start the analysis by comparing the difference between applied 
frequency and the theoretical predicted frequency based on the radii of the bubbles before 
the trigger. The theoretical volumetrie frequency is calculated with use of Equation 5.2. The 
results are given in table 5.2. 

The bubble volumes of measurement numbers 4, 5 and 6 decrease after the trigger with sound. 
The change in volume of the bubbles in the other measurements is small and the percentage 
volume change is located between the error bars. The sudden change in bubble volume for 
these experiments is possibly an effect of small temperature changes, error in the determina
tion of bubble size by hand or the restricted resolution. 

Due to the small bubbles we have relative large errors in the determination of bubble size. 
This leads to uncertainties of 2 % in the bubble radius, resulting in errors of 2 % with respect 
to theoretical predicted frequencies as well. Therefore, the uncertainties in frequency in the 
fourth and fifth column are in the order of 100 Hz. 

# Vapp lied [Hz] Rbubble[mm] VRPw ,dl [Hz] 6_v = Vapp lied - VRPwall [-] Volume decrease [%] 
1 3200 0.6390 ± 0.0136 4388 ± 95 -1188 ± 95 -3.10 ± 5 
2 3800 0.6798 ± 0.0136 4124 ± 84 -324 ± 84 -0 .89 ± 5 
3 4000 0.6594 ± 0.0136 4252 ± 89 -252 ± 89 -2.86 ± 5 
4 4050 0.7138 ± 0.0136 3927 ± 77 123 ± 77 3.60 ± 5 
5 4150 0.6798 ± 0.0136 4124 ± 84 26 ± 84 9.36 ± 5 
6 4200 0.6526 ± 0.0136 4296 ± 92 -96 ± 92 3.94 ± 5 
7 4400 0.6594 ± 0.0136 4252 ± 89 148 ± 89 1.87 ± 5 
8 5000 0.6186 ± 0.0136 4532 ± 102 468 ± 102 -0.98 ± 5 

Table 5. 2: Frequency dependence of bubbles in eight different measurements. The table shows the 
numbers corresponding to the different measurements in the first column, the applied frequency of 
sonic wave in the second column, bubble radius right before trigger in the third column, theoretical 
predicted value of volumetrie resonance mode at wall in the fourth column and difference between 
applied frequency and theoretica! resonance frequency in the fifth column. The last column shows the 
decrease in percentage bubble volume. The errors in the table are the maximum possible errors made 
in the determination of the bubble size (1 pixel error (2%) in determination of bubble radius and 5% 
in bubble volume). 

Figure 5.11 shows the maximum decrease in bubble volume as function of the difference in 
frequency b.v. The black lines are the error bars. The figure shows the same 'v-shaped' 
behavior, corresponding to the forced weakly damped oscillator resonance peak ( as discussed 
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(a) Bubble volume as function of time before and aher trigger . The symbols indicate the volumes of the 
va por bu bbles. 
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Figure 5.10: Bubble volume as function of time before and after trigger. The black solid vertical line 
at t = 0 corresponds to the trigger of the camera and the wave-generator, whereas the black dotted 
vertical line at t ~ 0.15 corresponds to the time delay of the sound setup. 
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in section 2.2). Despite of the large errors in the analysis , we find the largest decrease in 
bubble volume with frequencies equal to - or close to - the resonance frequency of the growing 
vapor bubble. 
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Figure 5.11: Decrease in bubble volume as function of the difference in frequency b.v. The black 
lines are the error bars , with a maximum error of± 102 Hz in horizontal direction and± 5% in vertical 
direction. The horizontal error is a result of the error of one pixel (2 %) in the determination of the 
radius. 

5.3.3 Effect of sound on bubble growth times 

The bubble growth times of the bubbles before and after the trigger with sound are presented 
in figure 5.12. To compare the growth times, we normalized the growth times with respect 
to the mean: the fluctuations in bubble growth t ime correspond in this way to the standard 
deviation ad. The horizontal dashed lines are the error bars, which cover the standard devi
ation of approximately ± 5.6 %. This error is based on the assumption of one frame error 
with respect to the minimum of 18 frames of growth time per bubble (i1

8 
= 0.056) . 

The bubble growth of all bubbles fluctuated with ± 1 frame before and after the trigger. How
ever, it can be observed that the bubble growth times of the bubbles in measurement number 
5 decrease almost immediately after the delay of the sound setup with approximately 9 %. It 
seems that the sound has ( almost) no influence on the other measurements. The frequency 
dependence of the waves can therefore be observed in the growth times of the bubbles as well. 

5.3.4 Effect of sound on waiting time 

The waiting times for the different measurements performed with the SSBG2 are presented 
in figure 5. 13 as function of time. The waiting times in measurement numbers 2 and 4 are 
shorter than the waiting times in the other measurements. This is of course as expected since 
the bubble volumes in measurement number 2 and 4 are the largest. The vertical black line 
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indicates the trigger of the camera and the wave generator. The vertical dashed line indicates 
the delay of the sound setup. 
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Figure 5.12: Bubble growth times as function of time before and after the t rigger. The horizontal 
error bars correspond to the error of one frame equal to 5.6%. 

There is almost no difference in the waiting t ime before -and after the triggering and no effect 
of acoustic excitation can be observed. Again we conclude that acoustic excitation has no 
effect on the waiting time between two adjacent bubbles. 
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Figure 5.13: Waiting times between two adjacent bubbles as function of recording time. No change 
in waiting time occurs after the t rigger. 
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Since the bubble growth times can be decreased without affecting the waiting times, we are 
able to increase the bubble departure frequency using acoustic excitation. 

5.3.5 Temperature registration 

During all measurements the bulk temperature is registrated. We tried to measure the wall 
t emperature with a PT-100 sensor located on top of t he thin sheet , however this did not give 
satisfying results. As a consequence, only the bulk temperature as function of time for each 
measurement is known. The change in bulk temperature as function of time should be enough 
to explain changes in bubble volume which are not induced by the acoustic waves. 

In the previous experiments with the SSBG 1 the heater wall did almost not changed in tem-
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Figure 5.14: Temperature regist ration of bulk before and after the trigger of sound. 
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perature, since a constant power was applied to the heater. The experiments using the SSBG2 
are performed under approximately the same boiling conditions. It is therefore assumed that 
the superheat b..T will be in the order of 8 ° Celsius. 

The temperature of the bulk during measurement number 5 (frequency 4150 Hz) is given 
in figure 5.14(a). Unfortunately the sampling rate in Labview was only 1 Hz instead of 
5 Hz , resulting in a less accurate measurement. For this reason, error bars corresponding 
to ± 0.05° Celsius are introduced. It can be observed that after the t rigger a small increase 
in bulk temperature occurs. This increase can of course not lead to smaller boiling bubbles 
and the decrease in bubble volume should be the effect of the applied acoustic waves. Figure 
5. 14(b) shows the temperature of the bulk during measurement number 4. Again, almost no 
change in the bulk temperature occurred after the trigger. 

5.4 Anisotropic first order Lamb mode 

Besides the experiments with acoustic excita tion in the volumetrie Rayleigh-Plesset mode, 
we performed experiments with acoustic excitation in the first order Lamb mode. These 
experiments are performed with the SSBG 1. 

5.4.1 Measurement configuration 

The measurements are recorded with a frame rate of 3000 frames per second with a resolution 
of 512 x 256 pixels. The applied power was maintained at a value of Q power = 7.5 [W], whereas 
the temperature of the bulk was slightly varied per measurement (around 98° Celsius). The 
wall t emperature of the bubble generator is calculated using relation 4.3 obtained by the 
calibration measurements. The pixel to millimeter ratio is calibrated as: 

pixels 
millimeter 

222 ± ö.2 
3.10 ± ö.0.01 

result ing in the size of one pixel equal to 0.0140± 0.0001 millimeters. 

5.4.2 Effect of sound on bubble volume 

The effects of excitation in t he first order Lamb mode are investigated . The frequencies cor
responding to this mode are located around 100 Hz for the generated bubbles. Figure 5.15 
shows the bubble volumes in three measurements before and after the trigger with sound. 

For the best comparison with the Rayleigh-Plesset mode, it was tried to generate bubbles 
which have the same bubble volume. Figure 5.15(a) shows that the bubble volumes during 
the experiments with applied frequency of 100 Hz and 130 Hz are in the order of 5 mm3 , which 
is in correspondence with the volumes of the bubbles generated wi th the SSBGl during the 
volumetrie excitation. The bubbles generated in the experiment wit h applied frequency of 70 
Hz are larger. Therefore, these bubbles should have the lowest resonance frequencies. 

Figure 5.15(b) shows the normalized bubble volumes. The figure is normalized with respect 
to the volume of the first bubble. To investigate the frequency dependence of the acoustic 
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waves in the first order Lamb mode we recall equations 2.36 and 2.43: 

WL 

WL wall = 1.9 where (5.3) 

The values for saturated water can be found in t able 2.1. The bubble radii of the bubbles 
before the trigger are given in table 5.3 together with the theoretica! predicted values and the 
difference between applied frequency and predicted frequency. 

The theoretica! resonance frequencies of the bubbles in the three different measurements 
are located very close to each other. Even the large bubbles with volumes equal to 6.5 mm3 

have a resonance frequency that is located very close to the resonance frequencies of bubbles 
which are 23 % smaller in volume! Moreover , since the frequencies are so low, the error as a 
result of pixel determination is very small. It is therefore much easier to excite the bubbles 
in their first order resonance mode and observe some effects . 

It can be observed that the volumes of all bubbles decrease immediately after the triggering 
of sound. After approximately 1 second the decrease in volume stops and the volumes st ay at 
a constant value or increase. After 3 seconds it seems that the bubble volumes are st abilized 
again and have lower volumes than before the sound was applied . 

This behavior can be an effect of the pressure in the boiling pot as will be discussed in 
the next chapter , however it might have another reason. Namely, it was observed that at the 
triggering of the sound the speaker showed a large st artup response, which could cause the 
bubble to detach. More than once the membrane broke during the excita tion and water could 
flow unhindered from the reservoir to the boiling pot as will be shown in the temperature 
plots. 

Nonetheless, a decrease in bubble volume was observed during the recordings, where the de
crease in temperature at the position of the bubble generator occurred 4 seconds after t he 
trigger. It is very hard to draw useful conclusions, since it is clear that the oscilla ting speaker 
influences the setup. On the other hand we observe a significant decrease in bubble volume, 
before the t emperature of the bulk was decreased . Since it is easier to excite the growing 

# Va p p lied [Hz] R b'Ubble[mm] V RPwall [Hz] 6.v = Vapplied - V RPwall [-] Volume decrease [%] 
1 70 1.110 ± 0.014 61 ± 2 9 ± 2 12.9 ± 3 
2 100 1.019 ± 0.014 70 ± 2 30 ± 2 18.8 ± 3 
3 130 1.005 ± 0.014 71 ± 2 59 ± 2 15.0 ± 3 

Table 5.3: Frequency dependence of bubbles in the four different measurements. The table shows 
the numbers corresponding to the different measurements in the first column, the applied frequency 
of sonic wave in the second column, bubble radius right before trigger in the third column, theoretical 
predicted value of volumetrie resonance mode at wall in the fourth column and difference between 
applied frequency and theoretica! resonance frequency in the fifth column. The last column shows the 
decrease in percentage bubble volume. The errors in the table are the maximum possible errors made 
in the determination of the bubble size (1 pixel error (1.4 %) in determination of bubble radius and 
3% in bubble volume). 
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Bubble volume as function of time 
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vapor bubbles . 
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Figure 5.15: Bubble volume as function of time before and after trigger. The black solid vert ical line 
at t = 0 corresponds to the trigger of the camera and the wave-generator , whereas the black dotted 
vertical line at t ~ 0.15 corresponds to the time delay of the sound setup. 
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vapor bubbles in the first order Lamb mode than in the volumetrie mode, it is of interest to 
do more investigation with (acoustic) excita tion in this mode. 

5.4.3 Effect of sound on bubble growth times 

The effect of acoustic excitation on the bubble growth times is given in figure 5.16. The 
bubble growth t imes decrease after the trigger wit h sound and show the same behavior: the 
largest decrease in growth t ime occurs in the first second and it st abilize after t hree seconds. 
A decrease of maximum 10 % in bubble growth time can be observed . 
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Figure 5.16: Bubble growt h t imes before and after the t rigger. The error bars correspond to an 
error of 3.6 %. 

Wit hout sound t he bubbles have a growth t ime of approximately 28 frames. The error is 
equal to 1 frame, which results in an error of 3.6 %. 

5.4.4 Effect of sound on waiting time 

The waiting times are given in figure 5.17. It can be observed that the waiting time decreases 
immediately after t he t riggering of sound. This supports t he conclusion that the st art up 
response of the speaker detaches the bubble from t he bubble generator. The subsequent 
waiting time is much longer, which indicates that it takes more time to generate a new 
bubble. After the start up effect of approximately one second, t he wait ing t imes return to 
their corresponding value as it was before t he t riggering. Once more it seems t hat the sound 
has no influence on t he wait ing time, except during the start up of the sound with low 
frequencies, but this seems rather a setup issue. 
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5.4.5 Temperature registration 

The temperature of the bulk and heater wall during the measurement with applied acoustic 
waves of 70 Hz are presented in figure 5.18. The bulk is measured a t two positions: one 
PT-100 sensor is located inside the pool boiling pot above the bubble generator, whereas the 
other PT-100 sensor is located near the membrane. 
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Figure 5.17: Waiting times between two adjacent bubbles as function of recording t ime. The wait ing 
times are disturbed by the sound trigger. After approximately one second the waiting times return to 
their original values. 

It can be observed from figure 5.18(a) t hat the temperature near the membrane decreases 
very rapidly in one second after the triggering. This is a fact of the broken membrane between 
the reservoir and the pool boiling pot. However, the decrease in temperature near the bubble 
generator is not as significant as it is near the membrane. During the performed measure
ment, the temperature near the bubble generator only decreased 0.05° Celsius, whereas the 
temperature of the heater wall was almost constant. The superheat, !:::J,.T , which is the driving 
force of bubble growth, increased approximately one tenth of a degree as is indicated in figure 
5.18(c) . The temperature profile near the bubble generator should therefore not result in the 
growth of smaller bubbles . 

It is very hard to draw a conclusion about the effect of acoustic excitation on the bubble de
tachment . It is proved that the volume and growth times of the bubbles decrease significantly 
as they are excited by acoustic waves with a frequency close to the first order anisotropic 
resonance mode. Moreover, the effects were observed while the temperatures near the bubble 
generator <lid not changed. 

On the other hand , it is observed that both the oscillations and the st artup effect of the 
speaker have influence on the present setup. It seems that a stable state is reached after 
approximately three seconds, where the bubble volumes and bubble growth times are smaller 
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(a) Temperature registration of the bulk with and without sound 
corresponding to the case of excitation with 70 Hz. 
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Figure 5 .18: Temperature registration of bulk before and after the trigger of sound. 
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5.4 Anisotropic fi.rst order Lamb mode 

with acoustic excitation than without excitation . It was impossible to measure at frequencies 
below 70 Hz wit h the present setup. Therefore we were not able to investigate if the observed 
effect is a resonance response of the bubbles to the induced acoustic pressure waves or not. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

In this chapter we take a closer look at the obtained results and investigate the influence of 
the volume decrease on the heat transfer. It will be concluded if we succeeded to enhance the 
heat transfer. 

6.1 Pressure field in experimental setup 

We start the discussion of the results by presenting simulations performed in COMSOL to 
map the pressure field of the present setup. Since we excite the bubbles with continuous 
waves with frequencies in the audible range, where the wavelengths are at least 30 centime
ter, standing waves occur in the setup and the pressure field becomes very complex. It was 
very hard to measure the pressure field at the position of the bubble generator and to quantify 
the losses of the sound to the surroundings. The losses to the surroundings are significant, 
since we needed to wear ear plugs to prevent hearing damage. 

The pressure at the position of the bubble generator (in the exact center of the pool boil
ing pot) as function of time is presented in figure 6.1. The simulations are performed in a 
two-dimensional space without taking the startup effects of the sound setup into account . It 
was tried to calculate the pressure field for a total of four seconds, however since we have 
no insight in the pressure losses to the surroundings ( via the air , the set up, the table etc.) 
this was not possible. Nonetheless, the simulation of the pressure field as function of time for 
only 0.1 second give enough inside in the complex pressure field inside the pot. 

It can be observed that large fluctuations in pressure amplitude occur at the position of 
the bubble generator. The bubbles are therefore excited with pressure waves where the am
plitude varies in time. It depends on time whether a bubble is excited with a large peak in 
the pressure or whether the pressure is at a minimum. The decrease in bubble volume is 
related to the frequency of the applied waves, but the amplitude of pressure also plays an 
important role. The oscillations in the bubble volumes as function of time that occur during 
the excitation with acoustic waves is probably the effect of the standing wave pattern inside 
the pool boiling pot. 

Furthermore t he continuous pressure wave might lead to pressure increase as function of 
time inside the pot, which results in larger decrease in bubble volume as function of time 
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as was observed in the presented results. The wavelengths in the case of acoustic excita tion 
with frequencies equal to 70 Hz correspond to 20 meter , so a more complex standing wave 
pattern inside the pot is expected . The induced standing wave pressure pattern can lead to 
the observed decrease and increase in bubble volume as function of time. 

Pressure as function of time at position of bubble generator 
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Figure 6.1: Simulation of pressure field with frequency 3000 Hz. Simulations are performed in 
COMSOL for the first 0.1 seconds, without taking startup effects into account. 

It seems that the higher the pressure of the acoustic waves, the larger the decrease in bubble 
volume. It is of interest to investigate if higher pressures are able to influence the detachment 
of boiling bubbles even if the applied frequency is not very close to the resonance frequency 
of the bubbles. 

The conclusion can be drawn that the induced pressure field and corresponding standing 
wave pattern inside the pot have influences on the bubble growth. It is of importance to 
measure the losses of the waves to the surroundings and to measure the pressure as function 
of time inside the boiling pot to get more insight in the importance of the pressure on bubble 
detachment . In the present work we used figure 6.1 to find possible explanations for the 
decrease and oscillations in bubble volume as function of time. 

6.2 Frequency dependence in different measurements 

In the measurements where we excited the bubble with acoustic waves with frequencies corre
sponding to the isotropic volumetrie mode of the bubble, we found a frequency dependence. 
Both 'v-shaped ' plots are presented in figure 6.2 . It can be observed that f:i..v was smaller 
in the measurements with the larger bubbles and more percentage volume decrease was ob
t ained during these measurements. Moreover , it can be observed - as far as possible with 
this number of measurements - that the peak of the larger bubbles is smaller than it is for 
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6.3 Heat transfer 

the small bubbles. This is in correspondence with the forced damped linear oscilla tor , since 
smaller bubbles are expected to have a higher damping, which results in a wider and lower 
resonance peak. 

Figure 6.2(c) shows bath 'v-shaped ' plots combined into one. In this way the frequency 
dependence of all measurements together can be observed . The conclusion can be drawn tha t 
the decrease in bubble volume is closely related to the applied frequency of the waves. The 
closer the applied frequency to the resonance frequency of the bubbles, the larger the volume 
decrease. 

6.3 Heat transfer 

In this section we investigate the effect of the decrease in bubble volume with respect to heat 
transfer. This will be done with use of t he results from the measurement performed with the 
SSBG 1 where the largest decrease in bubble volume was obtained. 

6.3.1 Energy equation 

The energy equation valid at the position of the bubble generator was derived in section 4.6.5. 
The equa tion is the st arting point of the heat t ransfer analysis. The energy equation is 
presented below and the different heat transfer mechanisms are indicated. 

Q power = Pv · Vbubbles · hev · f ·Na + h · A · (Twall - T b ulk) [W] ....__,,-, 
applied power energy transpor ted by bubbles convect ion 

(6.1) 

During the measurements, the values of Na [#], Pv [kg/m3], hev [J / kg], A [m2] and the applied 
power Qpower [W] did not change. These values are given in table 6.1. 

The other four variables can change during the measurement , namely the heat transfer co
efficient h [W / (m2K)], the superheat b..T [°C], the bubble volume Vbubbles [mm3] and the 
departure frequency f [Hz]. It can easily be observed that a decrease in bubble volume 
should result in an increase of the heat transfer coefficient as long as the superheat b..T is not 
changed. 

Pv [kg/m] hev [J/ kg] Q power [W] 
0.598 2.2570 · 10 1 7.4 

Table 6.1: Typical values corresponding to the measurement with applied frequency 2730 Hz. 

6.3.2 Heat transfer enhancement of present work 

To calculate the heat t ransfer enhancement in t he present work, we take the measurement 
where the largest decrease in percentage bubble volume occurred. For the analysis we have to 
recall the superheat before and after the trigger (figure 5.5(c)) and the bubble volume before 
and after the trigger (figure 5.l(a )) . 
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Figure 6.2: Frequency dependence of measurements performed in volumetrie Rayleigh-Plesset mode 
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6.3 Heat transfer 

It was observed that the superheat 6.T (see figure 6.3) did almost not changed during the 
performed experiment. Before the trigger with sound the superheat was approximately 7.65° 
Celsius, whereas after the trigger the superheat decreased to approximately 7.6° Celsius. 
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Figure 6.3: Registration of superheat temperature tl T 
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The bubble volume before and after the trigger is given in figure 6.4. We consider the case 
of 2730 Hz which corresponds to the green line (triangle) in the figure. The bubble volume 
before the trigger is equal to 5.2 ± 0.16 mm3, whereas the smallest volume after the trigger 
is equal to 4.2 ± 0.12 mm3 
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Figure 6.4: Bubble volume as function of time before and after trigger. The vertical lines are the 
error bars, where the maximum error is 3%. The symbols indicate the volumes of the vapor bubbles 
at detachment. 

The bubbles departed 0. 7 milliseconds faster with acoustic excitation, while the waiting times 
were constant at a value of 0.69 ± 0.05 seconds. The growth time plus waiting time determines 
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the departure frequency. For the present case the growth time plus waiting time equals 0. 70 
± 0.05 seconds without sound and 0.69 ± 0.05 seconds with sound. The bubble departure 
frequency is thus increased with approximately 1.4 %. From the recordings we know that 6 
bubbles departed in 3.65 seconds, resulting in a departure frequency off = 1.6 [Hz]. The 
increased bubble departure frequency with the application of sound is therefore f = 1.7 [Hz] 

Now we are able to make the calculation for the sit uation without sound: 

0 = 0.598 · 5.2 · 10- 9 
· 2.2570 · 106 

· 1.6 · 1 + h before · 1 · 10- 6 
· 7.65 [W] (6 .2) 

a pplied power energy t ra nspo rted by bubbles convection 

whereas the calculation with sound is given by: 

7.4 
~ 

a pplied power 

= 0.598 · 4.2 · 10- 9 
· 2.2570 · 106 

· 1.7 · 1 + h a fter · 1 · 10- 6 
· 7.6 [W] 

energy transported by bubb les convect ion 

6.3.3 Efficiency 

(6 .3) 

It is clear that the heat transfer coefficient has to increase. The heat transfer coefficient 
before the applied acoustic waves is equal to h before = 9.658 · 105 [W / (m2K)], whereas the 
heat transfer coefficient after application of sound is equal to h a rter = 9.724 · 105 [W / (m2K)] . 
This results in an increase of 

1 - 9.658 = 0.683/c 
9.724 ° (6.4) 

The decrease in power transported by the vapor bubbles is equal to 

1 - 4·2 . 10-
9

. l.7 = 0.143 = 14.3% 
5.2 · 10- 9 · 1.6 

(6.5) 

Since we have approximately two bubbles generated per second in the pool boiling pot , the 
heat transfer enhancement in the present setup is very low. However , we succeeded to reduce 
the power transported by the vapor bubbles with 14.3 %. It is of importance to investigate if 
we can tune some design parameters - think of the number of active nucleation sites per area 
N::, , or the bubble departure frequency f - to increase the efficiency. 

6.3.4 Order estimation of heat transfer mechanisms 

To make an estimation of the possible increase, an order estimation is performed first. The 
energy equation with the different orders of magnitude is given in equation 6.6. 

0(1) 

It follows from the order analysis that the power transported away from the heater surface is 
approximately 0.1 % of the tot al heat transfer. 
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6.3 Heat transfer 

6.3.5 Design parameters 

The power of the transported energy is in the present setup equal to 0.0112 Watt without 
acoustic excitat ion and 0.0096 Watt with acoustic excitation . The difference in Watts is equal 
to 0.0112 - 0.0096 = 0.0016. For a noticeable increase in the heat transfer, this difference in 
power needs to be at least 1 % of the power that is convected. 

There are different design parameters that can possibly be tuned: the bubble departure 
frequency f , the surface A, the super heat b,,.T , the applied power Qpower and the number of 
active nucleation sites Na. 

Bubble departure frequency 

An increase in the bubble departure frequency results in a higher power that is transported 
by the bubbles to the fluid. However, to obtain a higher bubble departure frequency the 
applied power to the heater needs to be increased. Increasing the applied power results in 
a higher heater wall temperature and a higher superheat b,,.T. This will of course lead to a 
higher convection rate and no increase in heat transfer coefficient is observed. 

Super heat 

The convective heat transfer can be decreased by a decrease in the superheat b,,.T. However, 
the superheat determines the bubble growth and a lower superheat results in smaller bubbles 
and a lower departure frequency. By decreasing the superheat it is not possible to obtain a 
increase in the heat transfer of more than 1 % . 

Applied power 

To increase the ratio of energy that is transported away by the bubbles with respect to the 
energy that is convected , we can decrease the applied power. A decrease in applied power will 
result in a lower superheat, smaller bubbles and a lower bubble departure frequency. Again, 
no increase larger than 1 % in the heat transfer coefficient can be obtained. 

Surface 

An increase in surface increases the convective heat transfer. If t he applied power is main
tained at a constant level, the energy flux in Watts per unit area decreases, which results 
in smaller bubbles. Increasing the applied power, leads to a higher superheat b,,.T and the 
convective heat transfer is increased even more. 

N umber of active nucleation sites 

The only design parameter that can be tuned which leads to an increase in the transported 
power by the vapor bubbles and decreases the convective heat transfer is the number of 
active nucleation sites. If the active number of nucleation sites is tenfold, the increase in heat 
transfer coefficient is still in the order of 1 %. If the number of active nucleation sites can be 
increased up to fifty sites, the increase in the heat transfer coefficient is more than 3 %. 
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6.3.6 Maximum possible heat flux transported by vapor bubbles 

In this subsection we estimate the highest possible heat flux that can be transported by vapor 
bubbles in pool boiling. Herefore, we take the maximum departure frequency equal to the 
final rise velocity of the vapor bubbles, separated by the theoretical smallest possible distance. 
This smallest possible distance is the distance between the centers of two rising bubbles. The 
final rise velocity, Ububbles, of spherical bubbles can be derived by equating the buoyancy force 
to the drag force [12]: 

1 2 7r 2 pi3 
'.2 · CD · PLUbubbles · 4Dbubble = 6 Dbubble (Pl - Pv ) · 9 

4Dbubble9 

3cd 
➔ Ububbles = 

(6.7) 

If we take the value cv ~ 0.4 as the drag force coefficient and set the highest possible number 
of active nucleation sites equal to the reciprocal value of the projected bubble area of a single 
bubble [12], we can rewrite equation 4.6 into the following form: 

11 l/i h Ububbles 1 
qbubbles, max = Pv · bubbles · ev · D · 1r D2 

16p~gDbubble h ~v 

27cv 

bubble 4 bubble 
(6.8) 

If we take the values for water as presented in table 6.1 , cv = 0.4 and the bubble diameter 
equal to a typical value of 2 millimeter it follows for the maximum possible heat flux trans
ported by the bubbles: 

Il _ ✓ 16 • 0.5982 • 9.81 • 0.002 . (2.2570 • 106 ) 2 _ • 5 
%ubbles, max - 27 . 0_

4 
- 2.3 10 (6.9) 

The maximum possible heat flux transported by the bubbles is in the order of 0(105 ) [W / m2] . 

This is an order of ten smaller than the maximum possible heat transfer rate in pool boiling 
(0(106 ) [W /m2

]). 

With the use of acoustic excitation we were able to decrease the bubble volume with 20 ± 3 %, 
which resulted in a decrease of 14 % of transported power by the vapor bubbles. A decrease 
of 14 % in the heat transfer mechanism that is not the prevailing mechanism during pool 
boiling, results in an increase of the heat transfer coefficient of maximum 2 % if the design 
parameters are tuned . 

In the present setup we increased the heat transfer rate with maximum 2 %. This corre
sponds with a surface of 1 mm2 to an enhancement of 0.01 W /K. The applied power to the 
speaker however , is much larger. The ratio effiency/additional applied power is very bad. 
lt depends on the amount of increased heat transfer and the addition applied power to the 
transducer if acoustic excita tion is efficient enough to enhance the heat transfer. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and future work 

7.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Excitation in volumetrie resonance mode 

Experiments are performed where vapor bubbles are excited by acoustic waves which have 
frequencies close to the resonance frequencies of the vapor bubbles. Two different sets of 
experiments with excitation in the volumetrie mode are performed: the first set of measure
ments consisted of large vapor bubbles, whereas the other set had smaller bubbles . In both 
sets of measurements the applied conditions were almost identical. 

It was observed that a decrease in bubble volume can be obtained if the bubbles are excited by 
waves with applied frequencies very close to the theoretica! predicted resonance frequencies 
of the bubbles . In experiments where the applied frequency was not close, no effect in bubble 
decrease was observed. From the performed measurements, a very clear resonance response 
of the bubbles was observed. The influence of t emperature on the decrease in bubble growth 
is investigated and can be excluded. Therefore, the obtained decreases have to be an effect of 
the acoustic pressure waves. Acoustic excitation does not influence the waiting time between 
two adjacent boiling bubbles. The growth times of the bubbles are, in contrast , influenced 
by the applied acoustic waves. This results in an increase in the bubble departure frequency, 
which should promote micro-convection near the heater wall. 

A decrease of approximately 20 ± 3 % in bubble volume was obtained, resulting in the 
detachment of boiling bubbles 0. 7 milliseconds faster. It can therefore be concluded that 
we have succeeded to promote the detachment of growing vapor bubbles on the heater wall , 
resulting in higher departure frequencies. 

7.1.2 Excitation in first order anisotropic mode 

Measurements with excitation in the first order anisotropic 'Lamb' mode are performed as 
well. It was concluded that bubble volumes of the same order have almost exactly the same 
first order anisotropic resonance frequency and errors in the determination of bubble size 
do not have influence. It is therefore much easier to excite the bubble in their resonance 
frequency. During the performed measurements, large decrease in bubble volume and growth 
times were observed. However, the low frequencies affected the experimental setup in such a 
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way that the results are not convincing. Since a significant decrease in bubble volume was 
observed , while temperature did not changed , these results seems to be promising. 

7.1.3 Heat transfer 

The increase in heat transfer is investigated . We succeeded to decrease the bubble volumes 
with approximately 20 %. On the other hand the bubble departure frequency is increased . 
This results in a maximum decrease of 14 % in the energy t ransported by the bubbles. If the 
applied power is kept constant and convection is the only other heat transfer mechanism in 
the setup, this should result in an increase in heat t ransfer. 

However, an order analysis showed that the maximum transported energy by the vapor bub
bles is an order ten times smaller than the convective heat transfer. A decrease of 14 % in 
the bubble t ransport has only a slight effect on the total heat t ransfer and an increase of 2 
% in the heat transfer coefficient is the maximum expected efficiency. 

7.2 Future work 

7.2.1 Experimental setup 

Temperature fluctuations were the largest problem during the measurements. Due to the large 
extended reservoir and the slow temperature feedback system, oscillations in temperature of 
three tenths of a degree occurred. This prevented a long run with applied acoustic waves to 
see the effects after for example ten minutes . In fu t ure work it should be tried to minimize the 
heat losses to the surroundings by a better isolation or other t emperature feedback system. 
The use of another fluid - for example HFE 7000, which has a boiling point a t 34 ° Celsius -
can solve the problem as well. 

Measurements are performed with the st ainless steel bubble generators. However, both gen
erators showed multiple active nucleation sites after intensive use and it is recommended to 
replace the glue and clean the generators for future work . Moreover , thin film bubble gener
ators (which have a constant wall temperature instead of constant heat flux) were not used 
in our experiments since they showed strange behavior and leakage . New fabricated thin film 
bubble generators are now available in the lab and it is recommended to try these generators 
as well. Especially since the heater wall is maintained at a constant value and the power that 
is transported by the vapor bubbles can be read out instantaneously in Labview. 

During the experiments with the frequencies in the order of the first order anisotropic mode, 
the membrane broke and the experimental setup started to oscillate. The results looked 
promising and it is of interest to investigate the effects of sound on bubble departure in these 
resonance modes . Therefore the experimental setup needs to be adapted to prevent temper
ature decreases and leakage between reservoir and boiling pot. 

The recorded images were analyzed by hand. This was a lot of work and quite boring as 
well. It is therefore recommended to write a numerical code which can do t he job. At the 
university of technology Eindhoven , there is a hand made code called IAT, which should do 
the job in future work. However , this code needs more development first. 
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7.2 Future work 

At last the pressure inside the pool boiling pot and the losses to the surroundings have 
to be mapped. This will probably result in a better understanding of the observed effects and 
possibly better results can be obtained. However it is not easy to measure the pressure inside 
the pool boiling pot without affecting the standing wave pressure pattern. 

7.2.2 Recommendations for application 

In the chapter discussion it was already mentioned that the increase in heat transfer has to be 
larger than the additional applied power needed for the generation of waves. In the present 
setup this is not the case and it has to be verified if the increase of 2 % in the heat transfer 
coefficient outweighs the additional power needed in other applications. If not , it is of interest 
to investigate the possible effects of acoustic streaming on the heat transfer enhancement. 

The application of acoustic excitation in future work depends on a variety of parameters. 
However , to obtain the largest possible increase in heat transfer coefficient, some parameters 
are of more importance than other. As was discussed in the previous chapter , the number 
of active nucleation sites increases the heat transport with respect to the convective heat. If 
the number of active nucleation sites can be increased to a number of fifty, an increase of 3% 
the heat transfer coefficient can be obtained. However, this number of active nucleation sites 
is theoretica! not possible if we take the maximum number of active nucleation sites equal to 
the reciprocal value of the projected bubble area of a single bubble. However, the higher the 
better. Furthermore the superheat and applied power need to be as low as possible for the 
highest increase in heat transfer coefficient. This will of course not result in the increase of the 
critica! heat flux, but it might be possible to enhance the boiling curve in regions with low 6.T. 

More investigation is needed but it seems that a larger decrease in bubble volume can be 
obtained if the bubbles are excited in the first order anisotropic mode. It is easier to deter
mine the frequency of the applied waves and with an error of 10 % between applied frequency 
and theoretica! predicted resonance frequency, still effect of acoustic excitation was observed. 
If the bubbles are excited in the volumetrie mode, this with preference with high pressures, 
resulting in larger volume decreases. It was observed that acoustic excitation has effect during 
the later stage of the bubble growth, when the bubble growth is diffusion controlled. More
over the effect of surface tension on the attachment of the bubble supports the conclusion to 
excite the bubbles in the diffusion controlled growth. 
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Appendix A 

Literature study: Heat transfer 
enhancement by (ultra)sonic 
excitation 

A.1 Ultrasonic excitation 

Fand (1965) [29] and Li and Parker (1967) [43] were one of the first researchers who found 
enhancement of the heat transfer by sonic vibration. Experiments with ultrasonic vibration 
were carried out by Wong and Chon [71] in 1969, who investigated the effects on the heat 
transfer of subcooled water and methanol in both the natural convection -and pool boiling 
regime. They found heat transfer enhancement due to turbulent oscillating cavitation bub
bles on the heating surface. In 1992 Iida and T sutsui[38] repeated the experiments of Wong 
and Chon with saturated ethyl alcohol and extended their study with the effects of ultrasonic 
vibrations on the heat transfer in the film boiling regime. 

Both studies obtained a noticeable augmentation in the natural convection -and film boil
ing regime, whereas almost no enhancement of the heat transfer in nucleate boiling regime 
was observed. It is reported that the main mechanisms leading to heat transfer enhancement 
in natural convection and in subcooled boiling are acoustic streaming and cavitation, though 
the later may only become dominant when the applied power is high enough to cause it [38]. 

Kim et .al. [40] (2004) used a heated platinum wire in the liquid FC-72 for their measure
ments. Like Wong and Chon [71] , they address the strong enhancement obtained by ultra
sound in the natural convection regime to the presence of cavitation bubbles, which promote 
micro-convection and turbulent oscillations in the fluid. Kim et.al. [40] argue that the en
hancing effect of cavitation bubbles is not as significant in the nucleate boiling regime as in 
the convection regime. 

P ark and Bergles (1988) [55] obtained an enhancing effect by ultrasonic excitation in their 
experiments using the dielectric liquid R-113 in pool boiling. The refrigerant R-113 is used as 
a cooling fluid for micro-electronic devices. They reported that the critical heat fluxes for sub
cooled conditions were slightly increased by the application of ultrasound. This was confirmed 
by the experiments of Bartoli and Baffigi (2011) [17] who found that the most important vari-
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able for heat transfer enhancement is undoubtedly the subcooling. Zhou (2005) [72] argued 
that the increase in subcooling leads to a decrease in the thickness of the thermal boundary 
layer, resulting in augmentation of the heat transfer. 

Bonekamp and Bier (1997) [20] compared the augmentation of heat transfer of mixtures 
of the refrigerants R23 and R134a with pure substances in pool boiling. For their study a 
horizontal brass tube exposed to ultrasonic waves of different frequencies was used and the 
heat transfer is measured in a wide range of normalized saturation pressures and heat fluxes. 
Bonekamp and Bier found that the heat transfer is more pronounced for mixtures than for 
pure substances. This is mainly caused by a decrease of the local saturation temperature near 
the heating wall, due to a better mixing in the liquid boundary [20]. 

More recent studies 

Douglas et.al. (2007) [27] carried out an experimental research on the augmentation of the 
boiling heat transfer of a single vapor bubble in the vicinity of a rigid-heated wall. They 
produced a novel heater to generate a single bubble of prescribed size and prescribed location 
on a flat heated surface. It was found that ultrasound can lead to unstable waves on the 
interface of the bubble with the heater, which are violent enough to detach the bubble from 
its surface. By influencing the detachment of bubbles, Douglas et.al. succeeded to increase 
the critical heat flux. 

Jeong and K won (2006) [39] investigated the effects on the critical heat flux of subcooled 
water exposed to ultrasonic waves under different inclination angles. They used a flat heater 
mounted onto a specimen, which was able to rotate 180 degrees. It was found that the 
augmentation of the CHF is closely related to the process of bubble generation and the 
departure of it, which is confirmed by Douglas et.al. [27]. Jeong and Kwon observed that 
the generation of large vapor bubbles is suppressed by applying ultrasound. It is speculated 
that fluid mixing due to acoustic streaming and cavitation causes this phenomenon [39]. The 
cavitation intensity increases for higher subcooling, leading to a further enhancement of the 
heat transfer. This observation was previously reported by Kim et.al. (2002) [41] . 

Many more publications regarding the heat transfer enhancement using ultrasound were 
found. The publication of Legay et.al. (2011) [42] reviews the most important ultrasonic 
enhancement techniques and discusses the most recent advances. It shows the applicability 
of ultrasound in a lot of different research areas. 

A.2 Ultrasonic enhancing effects 

The previously discussed publications point out that the application of ultrasound can enhance 
the heat transfer. The main phenomena causing this enhancement were referred to as acoustic 
streaming and/or cavitation. Unfortunately, in some of the studies it is not clear which effect 
is causing the enhancement of the heat transfer , since both phenomena are not taken into 
account separately. In this section we separate both enhancing phenomena and discuss them 
one by one briefly. 
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A.2 Ultrasonic enhancing effects 

A.2.1 Acoustic streaming 

The effect of acoustic streaming was already observed around 1930 in experiments with st and
ing waves and tobacco smoke, where a vortex motion wit h four loops was observed around a 
cylinder [28]. During the last decades the effect is more theoretica! analyzed and some nice 
experiments have been performed . 

Theory 

The first attempts to find theoretica! solut ions to the acoustic st reaming phenomenon start ed 
with the work of Rayleigh [60] in 1884. The starting point of his analysis was t he vortex flow, 
which occurs when a longitudinal standing wave is formed in a long pipe (Kundt's tube). His 
theoretica! work was cont inued in 1953 by among others Westervelt [70] and Nyborg [54]. 

A well-known mathematica! descript ion of acoustic streaming, based on the previous works 
of Westervelt and Nyborg, was published by Lighthill [44] in 1978. He reported that exclu
sively dissipation of the acoustic energy flux permits gradients in the momentum flux to force 
acoustic streaming motions [44] . In other words: t he dissipated momentum of a sound wave 
traveling through a viscous liquid induces motion in the direction of wave propagation . 

Experiments 

In 1959 Fand and Kave [28] were the first researchers who investigated acoustic streaming 
exposed to a temperature gradient . For their experiment an electrically heated cylinder was 
placed in air perpendicular to the vibrating surface. Fand and Kave [28] reported that thermo
acoustic streaming is a much stronger flow phenomenon than isothermal streaming and it can 
have important applications in the field of heat transfer. 

Vainshtein et.al. [67] considered in 1994 a problem in which a steady sta te sonic wave is 
propagating in longitudinal direction between two parallel plates . Bath plates are kept at dif
ferent temperatures and t he gap between bath plates is much smaller than the wavelength of 
t he propagating wave. Vainshtein et.al . found a heat transfer enhancement due to Rayleigh 's 
vortical acoustic streaming. 

Loh et .al (2001) [45] and later Hyun et.al. (2005) [37] performed experimental studies showing 
very nicely acoustic streaming with corresponding heat t ransfer enhancement. They created 
an acoustic streaming in the air gap above a resonating aluminum beam and visualized it by 
spraying acetone onto the vibrating beam [45]. The streaming velocity is calculated from the 
rota tional speed of small objects which are levitated above the velocity antinodes and st ay 
at t he midpoint of the gap. To measure t he enhancement of convective heat transfer due to 
t he acoustic streaming, they placed a heat source above the vibrating aluminum beam and 
measured the temperature changes of the heater. For bath studies it is reported that flow 
entrainment enhances the flow speed and changes the flow pat tern, which will result in an 
enhancement of the heat transfer [45]. 

In the last decades, somewhat similar enhancing experiments with acoustic st reaming have 
been done. For more studies on this topic, the interested reader is referred to Legay et .al. 
(2011) [42] or the literature [48], [14] and [52] . 
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A.2.2 Acoustic cavitation 

From the discussed literature, cavitation is assumed to be the major effect of heat t ransfer 
enhancement by ultrasound. However , there are not many investigations considering the 
effect of acoustic cavitation alone. 

Theory 

Cavitation is a physical phenomenon in liquids where vapor or air pockets are formed as a 
result of local pressure reduction below a critical value [65]. When cavitation is induced by 
an oscillating pressure field it is referred to as acoustic cavitation [15], [49] . During the rar
efaction phase of the applied ultrasonic wave, t he local pressure can be decreased sufficiently 
below the critical pressure and vapor bubbles are formed . The induced vapor bubbles st art 
oscillating and will finally collapse violently due to the compression phase of the sound wave 
[50], [71] . The collapsing of cavita tion bubbles near the solid-liquid interface disrupts thermal 
and velocity boundary layers, reducing the t hermal resist ance and creating a micro-turbulence 
in the boundary layer [42] . Among others Kim et.al . [40] concluded that this phenomenon 
significantly enhances heat t ransfer in the na tural convection regime. 

Experiments 

Zhou et .al. (2002) [73] and later Zhou (2005) [72] investigated the effects of acoustic cavita tion 
on the boiling heat t ransfer on a horizontal copper cylinder. It was reported that cavitation 
bubbles have an important influence on the nucleation, growth and collapse of vapor embryos 
within cavities on the heater. Furthermore they found that cavitation can activate resid
ual gas located in cavities on the heater surface. Zhou et.al. (2002) proved tha t the boiling 
heat transfer is enhanced notably when the intensity of the acoustic source exceeds a certain 
value [73]. It is reported by Zhou (2005) tha t acoustic cavita tion elimina tes hysteresis as well. 

Although a lot of researchers assign acoustic cavitation as the main mechanism of heat t rans
fer enhancement, more publications considering acoustic cavita tion alone were not found. 
It shows t ha t the principle of acoustic cavitation is known, but it is hard to separate the 
enhancing effects of cavitation from the enhancing effects of acoustic streaming completely. 
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Appendix B 

Ultrasound in Megahertz range 

The pressure fields of the simulations with applied frequency 70 Hz and 2 Mhz are presented . 
The 70 Hz case shows great resemblance with the case of 4 kHz as was already presented 
in section 3.5. The pressure field corresponding to acoustic excitation with 2 Mhz is more 
complex. Furthermore, some practical ultrasonic issues are discussed in this appendix as well. 

B.1 Simulations with applied frequency v = 70 Hz 

The pressure field resulting from excitation with a frequency of 70 Hz is given in figure B.l. 
The pressure field is almost identical to the one presented in figure 3.7. The same holds for 
the lateral -and axial beam profiles. Therefore, these profiles are not presented here again . 
The conclusion can be drawn for the present work that due to the large wavelengths with 
respect to transducer pitch size, no diffraction occurs and the bubble generator is located in 
the far field of the sound source. 
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Figure B.1: Topview of the pressure field radiated from a 100 cm2 rectangular apert ure oscillating 
at a frequency of v = 70 Hz. 
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B.2 Simulations with applied frequency v = 2 MHz 

In this section we present the acoustic pressure field induced by ultrasonic waves with fre
quency of 2 Mhz. We start by illustrating the effect of undersampling, which will lead to 
grating lobes. Subsequently, we adapt the transducer size to eliminate the unwanted grating 
lobes and investigate the generated pressure fields. 

B.2.1 Grating lobes 

Consider the previously used rectangular aperture of 100 cm2 consisting of an array of 30 x 
30 elements. In the case the aperture oscillates at a frequency of 2 MHz - which is physical 
not realistic, hut can be done in the simulation - the individual pitch sizes are much larger 
than half a wavelength and the Nyquist sampling criterion can not be satisfied. Figure B.2 
shows the theoretica! generated pressure field using the rectangular aperture of 100 cm2 where 
grating lobes occur. 
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Figure B.2: Different grating lobes as a result of undersampling. To eliminate t he unwanted grating 
lobes, the element size needs to be smaller than half a wavelength. 

B.2.2 Simulations with aperture of 1 cm2 

To satisfy the sampling criterion of Nyquist , the transducer size needs to be reduced. Simula
tions with a rectangular aperture of 1 cm2 oscillating at a frequency of 2 MHz are performed. 
The aperture bas an array of 30 x 30 elements. The medium is water , which bas a speed of 
sound of 1450 m/s. It follows for the wavelengths 

À= .:. = 
1450 

= 0.73 [mm] 
V 2 · 106 

whereas the dist ance between two adjacent elements is naw equal to 0.01 / 30 = 0.33 millimeter. 
In this case the pitch is smaller than half a wavelength of the applied wave and therefore fulfills 
the requirement of Nyquist. Grating lobes can not occur. Since the order of the wavelengths 
is equal to the order of the element size, diffraction and side lobes are expected to occur. This 
will be investigated by the lateral beam profiles. 
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B.2 Simulations with applied frequency v = 2 MHz 

B .2 .3 Lateral beam profiles 

Three different lateral beam profiles are given in figure B.5. The first beam profile corresponds 
to an ax:ial position in the near field , the second lateral beam profile is calculated in the focus 
point and the third profile corresponds to an ax:ial posit ion in the far field . 

The pressure distribution at axial position y = 0.001 [m] located very close to the radiat
ing aperture shows one main lobe with magnitude of almost 0 dB and with a width of 10 
millimeters. The width of the main lobe corresponds to the width of the radiating aperture 
and it can be concluded that at ax:ial positions very close to the aperture, the pressure is 
localized around the vibrating surface. Almost no side lobes occur. The two small side lobes 
with pressures of -25 dB relative to the main lobe are an effect of the assumption of point
sources in the MATLAB code. 

At the axial position near t he focus point y = 0.04 [m] a very thin main lobe occurs and 
the lobe has a maximum at the centerline of the radiat ing aperture. At this axial position , 
side lobes occur and there is wave diffraction . The first real side lobe is located at approxi
mately 7 millimeters out of the centerline and has a relative pressure of -15 dB with respect 
to the main lobe. The magnitude of the side lobes is decreasing relat ively fast for increasing 
lateral posit ion. 

The pressure distribution in the far field is given in figure B.5( c). It can be observed that 
the side lobes are wider and the pressure is more smoothened throughout the far field of the 
sound source . 

B .2.4 A x ial b eam profiles 

The profile of the pressure distribut ion at a specific lateral position , for example at the center 
line, can be visualized with use of an axial beam profile. In these profiles it is very easy to 
observe the location of the near field , the focus point and the far field (see figure B.3). 
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Fig ure B .3: Axial beam profile calculated at the centerline. The maximum in magnitude (black 
vertical arrow) corresponds to t he axial location of t he focus point . The near -and far field are 
indicated in the figure. 
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Ultrasound 

The magnitude of the pressure fluctuates in the near field , whereas the magnitude is at 
maximum in the focus point. At increasing axial distance from the focus point, we see a 
decrease in the magnitude (as was expected). 

B.2.5 Acoustic sound field 

Figure B.4 shows the acoustic pressure field resulting from a 1 cm2 rectangular aperture 
oscillating at a frequency of v = 2Mhz. In figure B.4(a) the pressures are normalized with 
respect to the maximum value of the pressure, whereas the pressures in figure B.4(b) are 
normalized in a decibel scale, where the reference value is the maximum magnitude of pressure. 
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Figure B.4: Pressure field from a 1 cm2 rectangular aperture oscillating at a frequency of v = 2Mhz 

The maximum magnitude of pressure occurs in the focus point , which is located at the center 
line and approximately 0.04 meters in axial direction ( as follows from the figures B.5 , B.3 and 
B.4). The wave diffraction throughout the complete domain can nicely be observed in this 
way. 

B.3 Application of ultrasound 

In the presented theory it was assumed that all individual sound sources are radiating in 
phase with the same amplitude from a flat surface. In practice however , this has not to be 
true and effects as steering or the converging of the focus point are sometimes very useful. 
To gain more insight in the practical issues, we start with the principles of a transducer. 

B.3.1 'Iransducer 

A transducer is a device which converts one form of energy to another, i .e electrical energy 
into motion and vice versa. Any device that is converting energy can be thought of as a trans
ducer, however the term transducer is generally used for a sensor or detector. Transducers 
used to generate ultrasound are made of piezo-electric material. The piezo-electric material 
consists of crystals which accumulate a charge as a response to applied stress. The other way 
around holds as well: an applied charge results in deformation (expansion or contraction) of 
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B .3 Application of ultrasound 
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Ultrasound 

the material. It is therefore that t ransducers are widely used as generators and det ectors of 
ultrasonic signals. 

The transducer has one specific frequency -or a bandwidth of frequencies- to which the trans
ducer is sensitive. These bandwidths correspond to the resonance frequencies of the piezo
electric material. Small elements of the piezo-electric material are glued in arrays on top of 
an absorbing backing and mounted in a holder. The elements can be controlled individually. 

B.3.2 Steering 

Consider a situation in which it is desired to control the angle of the beam. Due to the 
individual elements of piezo-electric material on the transducer this can easily be done by 
controlling the charge applied on each element , i .e a delay in the applied electrical current for 
two adjacent elements results in a phase difference. The pressure field where the main beam 
is steered under an angle of 15 degrees is simulated and given in figure B.6(a). The concept 
of controlling the charge on each element is sketched in figure B.6(c). Note that if one wants 
to steer to the left, the time delay of the electronic signal has to increase for each adjacent 
piezo-electric element to the left (so the most right element of the transducer receives the 
signal as first). The side lobes in lateral direction are given in figure B.6(e) for the case of 
steering and no steering. It is obvious that the pressure profile in lateral direction changes 
due to the induced phase difference of the steered elements. 

B.3.3 Focussing 

The pressure field resulting from multiple sound sources consists of a near-field and a far-field, 
which are separated by the focus point . The position of the focus point is determined by a 
lot of parameters, i.e . think of the medium, the frequency, the surface of the transducer or 
even the alignment of the individual vibrating piezo-electric elements. 

The focus point can be displaced by converging or diverging the radiated waves, which can 
be done with lenses or with an adjustment in the timing of the electrical charge (see figure 
B.6(d)). The pressure field fora focussed beam is shown in figure B.6(b). It can be observed 
that the location of the focus point has moved in decreasing axial direction. Moreover, the 
magnitude of the pressure fluctuations in the far-field has decreased significant in compari
son with the unfocussed situation and at the axial position 0.25 meter, almost no sound is 
observed. The decrease in the radia ted pressure for a focussed beam in axial direction is 
visualized with the axial beam plot in figure B.6(f). 
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Appendix C 

Qsound measurement 

We measured the temperature of the bulk as function of time. This was done to investi
gate the additional generated heat by the speaker. It was found that the temperature in the 
almost saturated bulk fluctuated more than three tenths of a degree during the measured 
twenty minutes and convincing conclusions could not be drawn. 

The temperature of the bulk at approximately 99.2°Celsius as funct ion of time is given in 
figure C.l. The observed fluctuations are a fact of the relative slow temperature feedback 
system: the silicon heating elements are turned off as long as the temperature is equal to -
or above - the desired bulk temperature, whereas the heaters switch on as long as the bulk is 
below the desired value. Reaching the desired temperature switches the heating elements off 
again. Nevertheless, an overshoot of one tenth of a degree can occur easily. 
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F igure C .1: Bulk temperature at Tbulk ~ 92.2°Celsius. Between the black vertical lines the sound 
was tumed on. The fluctuating temperature is a result of the slow temperature feedback system. 

It seems that the fluctuating temperature in the period with sound in figure C.1 is a result 
of the slow temperature feedback system rather than a consequence of the sound wave, since 
the same type of oscillation occurred earlier in time as well. Moreover , no additional heat 
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Qsound 

of the transducer can be observed in this temperature profile. Together with the performed 
measurements in section 4.6.3 we conclude that the additional generated heat of the speaker 
can be neglected. 
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Appendix D 

Temperature registration 

D.1 Volumetrie measurements using SSBG 1 

The small increase in bubble volume before the trigger in measurement number 4 with applied 
frequency of 2800 might be an error based on pixel det ermination , restricted resolution or a 
small change in temperature. Figure D .l shows the registration of the superheat during the 
measurement and it can be observed that a small increase in superheat temperature occurs. 
This increase occurs at 1 second after the trigger , however the internal thermocouple has a 
delay of several seconds [78]. Therefore, the increase in super heat may be the reason for the 
increase in bubble volume before the trigger. 
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Figure D. 1: Registration of superheat b.T during the recordings with applied acoustic waves of 
frequency 2800 Hz. 
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Figure D.2: Registration of superheat ~T during the recordings with applied acoustic waves of 
frequency 2700 Hz. No change in the superheat occurs after the trigger. The decrease in bubble 
volume should therefore be a result of the applied acoustic waves. 
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Figure D.3: Regist ration of superheat ~T during the recordings with applied acoustic waves of 
frequency 2750 Hz. No change in the superheat occurs after the t rigger. The decrease in bubble 
volume should therefore be a result of the applied acoustic waves. 
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D.2 Volumetrie measurem ents using SSBG2 

D.2 Volumetrie measurements using SSBG2 

The temperature registrat ions of the measurements with applied frequency of 3200 Hz, 4200 Hz 
and 4000 Hz are presented here. The temperature profiles can be used to explain sudden 
changes in volume which are not an effect of acoustic waves . 

Figure D.4 shows that the temperature near the heater wall increases, which is probably 
the explanation for the increase in bubble volume as is observed in the corresponding mea
surement wit h applied frequency 3200 Hz (presented in appendix E). 
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Fig ure D.4: Bulk temperature near heater and at center of boiling pot . Note the increase in tem
perature which causes the increase in bubble volume for the measurement with applied acoustic waves 
with frequency 3200 Hz 
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F igure D.5: Bulk temperature near heater and at center of boiling pot (4200 Hz). 
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Figure D.6: Bulk temperature near heater and at center of boiling pot ( 4400 Hz). 
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Appendix E 

Extra measurements performed 
with SSBG2 

The three remaining measurements performed with the SSBG2 are presented in this appendix. 
The experiments are performed with a large difference between applied frequency and theo
retica! predicted frequency. No effect of the acoustic waves on bubble volume can be observed. 
The increases in bubble volume are all located between the error bars corresponding to 3 %. 
The increase in bubble volume of measurement number one (3200 Hz) can be explained by 
an increase in bulk temperature near the heater (see figure D.4). The data of the three mea
surements was already presented in section 5.3.2. 
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Figure E.1: Normalized bubble volume before and after the t rigger. T he three measurements all 
have large t:w and no difference in volume as consequence of acoustic excita tion can be observed. 
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Appendix F 

Technica! drawings of bubble 
generators 

F.1 Thin Film Bubble Generator 
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Figure F.1: Technica! drawing of the thin titanium film bubble generator. In the top left corner a 3D 
drawing of the tip of the TFBG. In the bottom left corner a side view. The grey spot represents a vapor 
bubble. On the right of the figure a top view of the TFBG with corresponding dimensions in millimeters 
(Pram "The effect of heat flux on farces during bubble growth", 2011. B.C.J. van Gisbergen [78]) 
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Bubble generators 

F .2 Stainless Steel Bubble Generator 
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Figure F .2: Technica! drawing of the stainless steel bubble generator ( overview) 
(From "Bubble generator design up to May 2009", 2009. R. J. van de Broek [75]) 
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F.2 Stainless Steel Bubble Generator 
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Figure F .3: Technica! drawing of t he stainless steel bubble generator ( copper internal core) 
(From "Bubble generator design up to May 2009", 2009. R. J. van de Broek [75]) 
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Figure F .4: Technica! drawing of the stainless steel bubble generator (holder) 
(From "Bubble generator design up to May 2009", 2009. R. J. van de Broek [75]) 
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F.2 Stainless Steel Bubble Generator 
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Figure F.5: Technica! drawing of the stainless steel bubble generator (thin steel sheet) 
(From "Bubble generator design up to May 2009", 2009. R. J. van de Broek [75]) 
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